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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) As hearings begin in earnest
this week on Kentucky's.;IN-_
posed budget for 1972-74; political watchers may get an inkling of how amiable relations
will be the next four years between Gov. Wendell Ford and
Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll.
The issue which could provide that meaninØu1insightJ
-Fird'a proposal to raise Kentucky's gasoline tax from 7 to 9
cents per gallon.
"Pm very_much opposed ta_
an Increase in the gasoline
LIZ," Carroll affirmed after
..Feeddelivered his budget

—Se.ben&I-learci
Around
Murray
- Sgt. David K. Erwin, who is
out in Tacotnae•Washington,
writes to chansjilltis addressw
He adds a note "we're still
digging ourselves out from the
twenty inch snow that buried us
last week. Sub-zero weather all
week has not contributed much
toward thawing the white
landscape_ Most of the old
timers agree it's the worst
they've seen in over twenty
years. I hope Kentucky_ ex._
periencing a milder winter thin
Washington has shown us."
Thanks Sergeant. We are
glad to say that we are having
better weather.
Quoted:" Don't wait until you
are a man to be great... Be a
great boy".

Local Girl Is
Candidate In
Dairy Contest -

Looking out in the woods and
for the first time we saw a
Squirrel miss a branch he was
diving for. He fell for twenty
feet at least. He jest stood there
and shook his head and ran on
off.

Kathy Jo Stubblefield,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Stubblefield of New Concord, is
a candidate "for the 1972 Kentucky State Dein! Princess.
The
American
Dairy
-Association of Kentucky will
hold its 28th Annual Meeting
February 13 and 14 at the
Ramada Inn, Lour-1111le. The
annual Dairy Princess Banquet
and speech contest will be held
Sunday .evening, February 13 ,
and the annual A.D.A. business
meeting will be held on the
morning of February 14 with
registration starting at 9 A.M.
EST. Coronation of the new
Kentucky State Deify Princess
will be at a luncheon, free to all
members, their families and
guests, at Noon on February 14.
Included in the annual
business session will be the
Manager's Report by E.K.
Newell, Jr.; President's
Report-H.H. Barlow, Jr.;
Kentucky Dairy Princess
-Report-Jane Howerton; Ada's
t-Mrs. Robert Shipman;
Speaker-Mr. F. Gill Morgan,
Manager, SUDIA, Atlanta,
Georgia, and the coronation of
the new princess.
Other candidates for the 1972
Kentucky State Dairy Princess
include: Pamela Sue Rudd,
Madisonville; Diana Marie
Nelson, Vine Grove; Connie
Barnett, Auburn; Anna Masha
Casey, Shelbyville; Barbara
Nell Browne, Pleasureville,
Judy Ann Baker, Greensburg;
Rhonda
Cheryl
Wall,
Waynesburg; Wanda Eileen
Kegley, Wallingford; and Mary
Ann Farley, Ashland. Reigning
princess is Miss Jane Howerton,
Finchville.
Former State Dairy Princesses will serve as Mistresses
of Ceremonies for the various
events:
Mikey
Brown,
Taylorsville; Melinda Snider,
Franklin; and Margaret Ann
(Dunvall)Nicholsoa, FinchvIle.
Master of Ceremonies for the
Coronation will be Alex Graze,
Business Manager
for the
Kentucky Colonels.

Fellow says you may as well
kill some time, since that is
exactly what time is doing to
You.

7 7

The Woistiw
Jackson Purchase
Fair and colder tonight
with lows five to 12 above. Sunny and cold Tuesday with highs
in the upper 208 to mid 30s.
Outlook for Wednesday-increasing cloudiness and warmer
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sage to the General Assembly
last Thursday.
Carroll said .he would prefer
*Snail genera-obligation bond
Issue to raise highway construction funds and to let voters
decide whether an extra tax on
gasoline is needed.
The immediate question,
then, is how far will Carroll go
to fry,to remove this prowl
front dis budget and boor successful could such a challenge
be.
Beyond that, what would a
challenge mean in terms of future relations between the
.two-.top executives and
what wiiikft mean to Carroll's
Own future beyond 1975, when
his term as lieutenant governor
is over.
Carroll was unavailable to
answer any of these questions
over the weekend. Shortly after
the election last November,
however, he declared that "The
lieutenant governor should perform the duties of his office in
a way that complements fiC-_
lions of the governor, not banithem.' An attempt to prevent an increase in the gasoline tax
would seem to hamper Ford's
PlansOrs
Cirroll ran
Democratic primary on a ticket
headed by Ford's chief opponent, former Gov. Bert Combs.
But in November he said,"You
can bet we're (he and Ford)
going to have a good line of
communication between our A&
fices at all times."
- -There was evidence last week
that the lines may be partially
blocked. Carroll admitted that
another of Ford's budgetary
proposals, removing federal income tax deductions from state
income tax for corporations,
was "a surprise to me."-

Six Squirrels out in the
backyard yesterday after it
warmed up some. All faced the
same way, all eating Acorns.
Among them was the blond
Squirrel who seems to be getting more beige es the der(
pass.

We wonder how much time
will have to pass before the
term "civil rights" gets such
from
response
Federal Courts. It appears that
regardless of the circumstances
these are the magic words
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In Out 93rd Year
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It Governor farrolLepposeti
To Increase In Gasoline Tax

He did fall-into a bunch of
leaves, bounced a couple of
times and apparently was
unhurt.
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KENTUCKYFORECAST
Fair and colder tonight.
Fair and continued cold Tuesday. Highs today in the low 20s
to low 30s. Lows tonight five to
ten north to the teens south.
Highs Tuesday upper 20a to 30s.
EXTENDED
KENTUCKY
OUTLOOK
Partly cloudy Wednesday
and Friday with a chance of
snow most likely Wedneday
night and Thursday. Continued
cold through Friday with highs
in the upper 20s to middle 30s.
Low temperatures will remain
in the teens Wednesday and
range from the teens to the low
20s Thursday and Friday.

The gasoline tax increase
probably wasn't a surprise,
Ford having indicated previously he was considering such
a plan. It is possible then that
Ford already has heard Carroll's views on the proposal, decided to push ahead with it,
and that Carroll has agreed not
to mount any serious challenge
when the budget reaches the
Senate.
On the other hand, Carroll
might decide to go ahead and
fight the proposed tax 'hike
even if he feels the odds are
against him. He must remember how Ford, as lieutenant
governor in 1968, opposed former Gov. Louie B. Nunn's decision to raise the state sales tax
from 3 to 5 cents. Nunn's plan
went through; but Ford later
was able to use it as a campaigli weapon against the Republicans.
Carroll has indicated lit hai
political ambitions beyond the
lieutenant governor's office. It
--Certainly wouldn't hurt for him
ndidate-tebe able to
opposed a tax increase.
What chance would he have
of defeating the gasoline tax
hike?
(Continued on Page Twelve)

,UNVE1LED—Mrs. Fannie Stubblefield, widow
STUBBLEFIELD
of former Calloway County Sheriff Cohen V. Stubblefield, unveiled a plaque
memoralixing the former sierlff in Ceremonies preceding the opening of the
February term of Calloway County Circuit Court this morning. Inscribed on the
plaque is: "Cohen V. SUdibitilield 11907-19'70), Calloway County Sheriff 1958-1962,

Murray. Speech,
Club To Host Two,
Pesos Am Injured In Two
0-0o-Sat_Ort
Cif Ikaident
Forensic

INS-Da These Things De Not Require To Be Spoken: There is something in the
hand grip,and the look in the eye that makes you know a man." Seated at the left is
Circuit Judge James M.Lassiter,and at right is Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller. Both Miller and Lassiter lauded Stubblefield during the ceremonies.
Staff Photo By David 11111

Coart_Order.Halts_
Pusbment Of—Four
University Students

The National
II*,persons were injured in
Oldsmobile owned by Patricia
League of Murray High School
two car collision Saturday
Parker and driven by Rushing. A federal court order has
will sponsor the fourth annual
p.m. at the intersection
ig, going west on Story temporarily stopped Murray
Nathan B. Stubblefield Speech
12th Street and S
12th Street, said he State Univefsity from punishing
Tournament Saturday, South
Avenue, according to the re
-for the 'stop alga, fove black. students charged
February 12.
filed by the investigating
, but failed to see the with disrupting a Nov.6 campus
Entries have been received
ficers of the Murray
Carter car going south on South alumni luncheon.
from approximately 500
Department.
12th Street, according to the
U. S. District Judge Charles
students, representing more
Phillip Thomas Carter of Hart police report.
Allen signed the order Friday
than 30 schools, according to Hall Dormitory, Murray
Damage to the Pontiac was on after a lawsuit was filed by the
Ron Beshear, director of the University, from Route Two,
the front and left side,and to the students' attorney, alleging
tournament.
Cloverport, Ky., and Lawrence
violation of civil rights:
The 30 schools will be com- Leonard Rushing of Fox Oldsmobile on the right side.
Cars involved in a collision at
peting ter trophies and MeadowsOfficials et Murray State
Cour,
, Whitnell and Stor), Avenue on
-Trade
r
placement _ ta_ the Hee_
University
said this morning
Murray,both4k1sers of the cars Sunday at 2:28pin. were
terpretation_ events, _
the Volkswagen two door sedan that the taiersity has not
Involf
K
—
viere
—teated
at
speaking events, twd acting emergency room of the Murray.
received any notification from
driven by Rebecca Fay Wils6n the federal court on the matter.
events and also debate.
Calloway County Hospital.
of 512 Whitnell Avenue. Murray,
Due to the large turnout, the
Penalties ordered by the
Officials at the hospital said
Calloway County High School Carter, age 21, was treated for and a 1965 Ford two door hard- University's Board of Regents
top
Ross
and
owned
by
James
Speech Club has made its
the IciaLlanged
lacerations of the scalp and driven by Jacalyn
building available to hold some
indefinite
pulsion
and,
knee, and Rushing, age 47, was of Murray Route Six.
vents.
of the
suspension to on-campus
lcaeration of the
treated
for
a
Wilson
the
The
city
police
said
"It is a pleasure for Murray
scalp and an injury of the right car, going north on Whitnell, curfew. The four are James
Speech Club to be able to host
shoulder.
Stopped for the stop sign_aL Jonathan Mapp Of Chattanooga,
such a large tournament for aU
- Michael Lowery oT
were a 1968 Story, looked, but failed to see Tairi.;
Cars
involved
the students in Kentucky and Pontiac two door hardtop
MaclisoniflIeIUlysses Parker
the
west
on
Story
Ross
car
going
Tennessee," Beshear said.
of Louisville, and James Van
driven by Carter and a 1963
Avenue.
Damage to the Volkswagen Leer of Madisonville
WU on the front end and to the
Nr,
Ford on the lift front.

RZ

Dorm Scholarship
Program Approved
A dormitory scholarship
program for students at Murray
State University on the bases of
scholarship and need was approved by the board of regents
in a meeting here Saturday.

Mother And. Baby
Care Ottlle Set_
The Red Cross mother and
baby care course for expectant
parents will again be offered by
the Department of Nursing at
Murray State University.
Faculty member, Miss Loraine
Guyette, will conduct the
_
course.
Classes will begin on
February 14, 1972 in Room 208 of
-the Nursing Building, from 7:00
to 9:00 p.m.
Topics to be discussed will
include
preparation
for
hospitalization, childbirth, and
infant care.
The course is open to both
husband and wife, and there
will be no charge for the course.
The course covers 12 hours and
will meet two hours per night
for six (6) weeks.
Persons interested
in
enrolling in the course should
contact the Department of
Nursing,
Murray
State
University at 762-2193. The total
number to be admitted to the
class, will be limited.

To be awarded on the
the
recommendation
of
university scholarship committee, the room scholarships
Worth about $280 for a full
school year may be renewed for
a second year by a student in
good academic and disciplinary_
standing.
Dr. Harry _
university president, said the
plan, designed to attract new
students to the university, will
involve the use of about 50
rooms
non-resident
for
scholarship recipients and 100
rooms for Kentucky scholarship
recipients.
He explained that high school

(Continued on Page Twelve)

Sen. Hubbard Plans

To Be Here Saturday

Sen. Carroll -Hubbard, DMayfield, will tour the five
counties of the First Senatorial
District next Saturday, Feb. 12,
"in order -to meet with andlisten to my constituents concerning ciirrent prOposals
decided upon at Frankfort".
Hubbard represents
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton;
Graves and Rickman Counties
the 1972 Kentucky General
Assembly. He is serving his
second four year term in the
Senate.
The tour will include
meetings with constituents in
(Continued on Page Twelve) the circuit courtroom of the five
county courthouses. Hubbard
listed the meetings as follows: 8
a.m., Hickman; 10 a.m.,
Clinton; 12 noon, Bardwell; 2
p.m., Mayfield; and 4 p.m.,
Murray.
James Patterson of Murray
Hubbard said that he will be
Route Five is scheduled to seeking area opinions in regard
undergo open heart surgery this. to all the bills thus far inweek at the William F Bowld troduced plus the budget and
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
tax proposals announced last
Patterson entered the
week by Gov. Wendell H. Ford.
hospital on Sunday. His wife is
Similar tours were unwith him there. His address is dertaken by Hubbard during the
Room 521, William F. Bowld 1968 and 1970 regular sessions of
Hospital, Memphis, Tcnn. He is the legislature and during last
an employee of the Murray year's special session conDivision of the Tappan Com- cerning legislative reappany.
portionment. _
•

James Patterson To
Have Heart Surgery

Memorial To Former
Sheriff Is Unveiled
A brief ceremony was held
this morning at the beginning,of
the February term of the
Calloway County Circuit-Ceart,
honoring the late Cohen V.
Stubblefield, two-term sheriff of
Calloway County.
Circuit Court Judge James
M. Lassiter presented the

Students Of Fifth

following remarks preceding
the unveiling ceremony:
"Before beginning the routine
business of empanelling the
juries for this term of Court, we
are priviledged to participate in
a brief ceremony memoralizing.
the memory of a man who, for
many years, contributed much
to this community and particularly to the effectiveness of

."I speak, of course,, of the
Cohen
was an elected Sheriff of
Calloway County for 2four-year
terms, and served as a Deputy
monthly
meeting
The regular
of the Hazel Parent-Teachers Sheriff during another. As such
Club was held on Thursday, he was an officer of this Court
February 3 at 7:00 p.m. Bill for some 12 tri 15 -years.- This
Johnson, pastor of the Hazel makes it particularly apChurch of Christ, brought the propriate that this occasion
should be conducted at this time
devotion.
The fifth grade, under The 'and this place.
"Immediately following his
direction of their teacher, Mrs.
untimely
death seine months
Louise Outland, sang songs and
presented a skit entitled, "Say ago, a group of his closest
A Few Words" which dealt friends and associates set about
amusingly with the question, to find an appropriate way to
"Should. fithily Disputes- Be perpetuate and honor his service to this County. It was
Settled By Arbitration?".
Mrs. Edward Curd's class, decided that a very simple, but
the sixth grade, sang songs and durable, plaque b0 mounted on
presented a humorus skit,'The the wall in the corridor of the
Bigger and Better Baby Con- Courthouse-just outside the
door to the Sheriff's officetest".
Russell would be an approved and
Edward
Mrs.
presided over the
business acceptable method of acGerald Miller, regional meeting. Mrs. James D. Erwin, complishing this objective.
"Many people remember
librarian for the Purchase secretary, read the 'minutes of
Regional Library System has the January meeting, and Mrs. laintimieda.Pageturehre)
gave—t
announced -that an adult -Charlea
education class, centered treasurer's report. Room count
•
Liken;by -Mrs.. J.13,
_TV
with the fifth grade winning.
High, School' series being
Mrs. James Alton, chairman
broadcast by the Kentucky
Educational Television Net- of the committee appointed to
organize another moneywork, is no being formed.
An eight track Lear jet tape
making project, gave a report
The program is designed to In
player
was reported taken from
the group. Those on the
assist those people who failed to
committee with Mrs. Alton are the Camero Chevrolet of Earl
complete high school to earn a
Mrs. Hubert Barrow and Mrs. Steele of 604 Meadow Lane,
High School Equivalency
J.B. Dover. They suggested a Murray, according to the report
Certificate( GED ).
barbecue supper which will be made to the Murray Police-,Miller conducted a similar
held the night of the intra-mural Department at three p.m. on
class last year and was
ballgame. No date has been set. Sunday.
reportedly pleased with the
The tape player was taken
There was a report from the
results. The successful com- teachers on how they have used from the car while it was at the
pletion percentage was nearly
the money which was presented Pat Evans Body Shop on North
double that of the averages
to them by the PTC earlier in 7th Street. The glass in the door
listed by the 93 school systems
the year. By using NDEA and quarter panel were broken
throughout the state offering a
matching funds,they have been to gain entry to the car.
formal GED program.
able to purchase items for use in
This year's class will begin on the classroom.
TREATED AT HOSPITAL
Februar,y
16, 1972, with
Refreshments were served in
Hugh Wayne Thompson ,f
on
meetings twice weekly
the cafeteria by the fifth and Almo Route One was treated
Monday and
Wednesday sixth grade mothers. Roy
the emergency room of the
evenings at 6:30 p.m.
Cothran, principal, presented Murray-Calloway Count%
For further information on the door prize, a utility table, to Hospital on. Friday at 5:05 p ii;
enrollment persons 'should the winner, Mrs. Brooks Gib- after suffering injuries in a one
contact Gerald Miller at the son.
car accident on U.S. Highuil
At the next meeting, March 3, 641 North. He was treated for
Purchase Regional Library, 710
Main, 753-6461, or call the the program will be presented contusions and abrasions and
-by the third and fourth grades. dismissed.
Public Lirbrary at 753-2288.

Give Hazel Program

TV High-Sthool
Class Offered
Again, Library

From Car Here
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TiTilOption I
Offered Producers

Service tUow
Available

As sign-up opened in the 1972 feed grain program will forego
Farmers may request farm _
voluntary programs for feed the option previously angrain, wheat and cotton nounced for additional volun- measurement service at the
producers, a new set-aside tary set-aside for corn, grain Calloway County ASCS Office
when they come in to sign up in
option was offered to corn and sorghum, and barley.
Feed Grain, Wheat or
the
grain sorghum producers by the
1972
setExplanations of all
U.S. Department of Agri- aside programs and options— Cotton set-aside programs, says
culture.
except this new corn-sorghum 011ie C. Hall, Chairman of the
Agricultural
A higher set-aside payment option—have been presented to County
rate can be earned by producers farmers, Mr. Fuqua said. Stabilization and Conservation
The Outstanding Civic Asset olta Community
who agree to reduce their Details of the new option are Committee.
us the Integrity of its Newspaper
The ASCS measurement
farm's corn-sorghum acreage currently being made available
service
is available at a
year's
planting.
below
last
farmers,
to
MONDAY—FEBRUARY 7, 1972
Mr. Hall said, and
nominal
fee,
At the same time, all
The ASC Committee Chairpreviously-announced options man expressed hope that every offers farmers a convenient and
remain open to fled grain' farmer will make sure of un- economical way to make sure
producers, according to Paul derstanding all program op- their acreages are in com-Fuqua, Kentucky - - Farm tions before making a sigh-up pliance with the farm programs
moons & TOMOlUi„
they have signed up for.
Program Official. Provisions of commitment.
Producers may request
the wheat and cotton set-aside
When
a
contribute
producer
signs
up,
he
unanimously
to
voted
Court
Fiscal
Calloway
The
acreage measurement for any
unchanged.
programs
are
Field.
chooses
among
the
options
open
Kyle
maintenance
of
62,000 to the Murray Airport Board for
Additional set-aside options for to him. In each case, he agrees farm program purpose, but
Work is underway on the court square to modernize the lighting
direct
light
wheat
bad been announced W—to set aside a percentage of his most of the requests come from
_brighter
and
cast
more
will be
_geom.Nor-fl.
January.
land and to comply with all farmers who want to be certain
o-proiaones.
— —to-tbe streistsProducer sign-up in the 1972 provisions of the farm set-aside their acreages comply with
Don Oliver has been aimed as winner of the Murray College
farm set-aside programs opens programs. By participating in program regulations under the
High Public Speaking contest.
February 3 and will continue the voluntary farm programs, feed grain, wheat or cotton
of
Peraza
Christina
Miss Anneli Piha of Finland and Miss Maria
through March 10 at ASCS farmers will earn set-aside Programs.
- - Mexico left February 4 after being guests of the Murray City
Each producer determines
County offices throughout the payments and their program
School System for the past several weeks.
which
acreages he will need
Nation.
crops will be eligible for
cotton
Under the new option for feed C,ommadity Credit Corporation measured. Some
producers prefer to have an
grain _producers with cornexact measurement of
sorghtini- hues, the payment
acreage, since full set-asik
rate for up to at least 10 percent
LWOW #1021111
payments may be earned only
and possibly 15 percent
if at least 90 percent of the farm
voluntary additional set-aside
Hoyt E. Wilson, Charles D. Finney, Carl T. Dowdy, Bailey J.
PRESS
ASSOCIATED
THE
By
planted.
allotment
is
will be the same as the
Baucum,Solon R.Darnell, and Orville E. Brandon have enlisted
Today is Mondayj Feb. 7, the Sometimes,
feed grain and
jLgualifying set-aside rig4-40
in the Armed Forces.
38th day of 1972. There ayewheat program-participants
_cents a bushel for corn and n days left in the year.
Births reportedinclude a boy to Mr.and Mrs. Doris Charlton on
want their acreage measured to
cents a bushel for grain
January 30, *girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Fenton on January 31,
Today's highlight in history:
make certain they have planted
sorghum. USDA will accept up
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Starkie Colson, Jr., on February 3, and a
On this date in 1945, it was enough crops to maintain their .
to 10 percent of this voluntary
boy to Mr.and Mrs. James Ward on February 5.
disclosed that President Frank- base or allotment history:'
set-aside-when offered by the
Coach Harlan Hodges and ten of his Murray Thoroughbreds left
lin D. Roosevelt, British British
"Many participants in tbi.set- producer:it sign-up. The
yesterday for a flying trip east for games with St. Benffiventure
Winston
Prime Minister
feel
programs
aside
remaining-1 percent will btrst
and LaSalle College.
Churchill and Soviet Premier measurement is especially
the option of the Secretary of
King George VI of England died at the age of 56 on February 6.
Joseph Stalin were meeting in
valuable in order to be
Agriculture, with a later anHe will be succeeded by his eldest daughter, Princess Elizabeth.
the Black Sea area. It was the
guaranteed compliance -with
nouncement on whether it will
history-making Yalta Conferacreage
set -aside
be accepted.
ence.
requirements' Mr. Hall said.
If he chooses this new option,
On this date:
"munications spacecraft.
then willhenuly a part of a sys- a producer will • hold his 1972
By FRANK MACOMBER
When a farmer goes by
In 1812, the English writer,
Another great dollars-and- tem that. ean provide untold
Military-Aerospace Writer
measurement service from his
acreage at not
corn-sorghum
growing
out
of
the
born
in
benefit
Charles
Dickens,
was
cents
all
over
the
,
new tpeneits
Copley News Service
The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament
year's acreage
County ASCS office, he is
more
than
last
repairman,
-shuttle's role as a
Portsmouth.
world.!!
sheweth his handtwork..—Psalm 19:1.
guaranteed he has met the setminus twice the additional setEven the most enthusiastic
In 1885, the American write-,
Next time you call someone says Dr. Grey, would be sharp
- People say, "If only God would speak." His speech is
acreage.
aside
aside acreage requirements of
communicain
overseas
cuts
sysof
the
shuttle
America,
supporters
Sinclair
Lewis,
was
born
in
In Europe, or South
everywhere. We should say,"God,open my ears to hear.. and myProducers who choose the
the farm programs he has
ar. SA& _farLthat matter. how :Aeons tolls. The average Amer- tem concede it would have to be new corn-sorghum option in the Sauk Center, Minn.
_
eyes to see."_signed
up for.
need
scuttled if the three Skylab
would youlike to pay a 10-cent . iCan, of course, has little
In 1904, a fire virtually wiped
Sign-up in the 1972 set-aside
toll instead of up to $50 or more to pick up a photo and place a mission should show that the
out downtown Baltimore.
scheduled
programs
is
depending csithe length of the call to a foreign country. How- himan animal cannot function
In 1941, in World War II,
March 10.
through
February
3
mil
business
spends
ever,
U.S.
periods.
well in space for long
call?
British forces captured the port Participating farmers will
Today that question is rhe- lions a year on transocean However, man's endurance
of I3engasi in Libya.
certify at a later date to the settorical. But a few years frcei calls. By 1960, the number of And capacities in space will be
by Carl Riblet Jr.
In 1948, Gen. Dwight D. Eis- aside acreage on their farms
million
3.5
calls
had
reached
by
the
end
of
next
record
ssowsthe
valid
one
if
the
be
a
enhower resigned as Army
Here are four more things that are not believable: now it will
and list the acreage planted to
'
- 12year at the close of the Skylab
proposed U.S. space shuttle and the figure is expected to
chief of staff. His successor
a man who says he is not afraid of his boss, an auto system becomes a reality in- climb beyond 40 million by program.
program crops.
was Gen. Omar N. Bradley.
salesman who says cars are better than ever, a stead of a dream,in the view of 1980, primarily because of the
The shuttle system would be
On-farm spot checks will be
than
3,000
fans
In
1964,
more
new dimension in long-distance able to service military commade at random on 15 percent
many space scientists.
government official who promises action
jammed
New
of
the
Beatles
So far the shuttle system, communications — the satellite munications and reconnaisof the farms in the county.
talking dog.
York's Kennedy Airport to welwhich would carry men and gradually replacing undersea sance satellites as well as comErrors in farmer certification
"He that knows nothing, doubts nothing.”
come the entertainers from
mercial spacecraft, Grey
equipment into orbit around the cables.
can result in reduction or loss of
England.
—George Herbert
points out. And it would act as a
earth, then return to land like
Grey notes that aerospace
set-aside payments.
Ten years ago: 298 miners
an airplane, has been given a scientists envision the 10-cent spaceborrie repair kit as well
were
killed
in
a
coal
mine
exgeneration
of
unfor the new
"go" by President Nixon. But toll call to Europe as more than
UNEARTH A RELIC
plosion at Saarbruecken, Germanned earth resources techthere are foes in Congress who just a possibility, when and if
PARIS. Tex (AP) — Workmany.
nology satellites soon to be
'wadit ,71-r-mu1titAltion-dollar the shuttle system is in place
_orbited for a downward look
Five years ago: A severe men remodeling the First Bappiece Of foolishness and are or- and operating__
a
-ganizing opposition rivaling
blizzard crippled the cities in tist Church turned up what they
Critics of the alai& are con- earth's crops, water and land
called an "1845 bulldozer." that of the congressional fusing its man-in-space role resources, mineral deposits
T.J. (Jack) Elkins
the U.S. northeast.
Architect B.P. Denney idenphalanx which killed the super- with that of Skylab, says Grey. and weather patterns, he adds.
One year ago: The Apollo 14 lified the rusted piece of metal
sonic transport program.
"The role of man in space
astronauts were speeding to- as an old slip scraper, pulled by
Enemies of the space shuttle and what he can do there for
ward a splashdown in the Pa- mules and used to excavate and
Three art exhibits are landscapes woven into the insist the nation needs no prolonged periods is,the crux of
cific
after their visit to the level construction sites. The
goggles,
the
soles
eyesockets
of
of
month
during
the
planned
manned space program beyond Skylab, in which three-man
Baptists speculated that the one
moon.
February to be held in the of shoes,and used as the sides of next year'a Skylab missions, at .crews will fly around the earth
they found may
Csed
tin cans and other L014411E= S. least for the foreseeable future, (one for 28 days, two for 56
CONSUMMATE ART
Clara M. Eagle Gallery of
about the time the church
Jolliard
of
Elliott
Carol
WHEATON,
Ill.
(AP)
—
Art
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center it
and that the billions would be days,". he emphasizes. "We
burned in the 1916 Paris fire.
Louisville will also present her spent better combating social must find out how well we can
is creativity, and originality,
Murray State University.
says Swiss Christian communi- _ The 1973 U.5 Open_ golf
A special one-day exhibit and senior art exhibit Feb. 5-15 at problems on earth.
function in space for a long
eader,-FYibEfs Schaefftit.Tn championship will be played
But many space scientists time before we can take the
T.J.(Jack) didniiiiebrated
sale of original lithograph, Murray State University.
A senior art major, Mrs. supporting the shuttle claim next step.
his 86th birthday on October 20 a new book,"Hidden Art," pub- June 14-17 at Oakmont, Pa.
intaglio,and woodcut prints will
TV High School Class
lished by Tyndale, she says the
the antagonists are missing the
-But once Skylab hasproved
and is still very active. He
Offered Again At Library
be held Wednesday, Feb. 16 in Julliard is the daughter of G. B.
only perfect artist, in creativThe battery tunnel between
Donnywood
4302
Elliott
of
they
call
the
system
point
when
that
men
can
live
and
work
for
Gerald Miller, Regional hunted squirrels this fall, ity,
the gallery.
originality, con- Brooklyn and New York now
Drive.
just another manned space long periods in space, the stage Librarian for the Purchase bringing home thirty squirrels tent technique,
and expression, is God, and carries a 70-cent toll. Before
The collection, including
To be held in the uppee.,, east venture. These include Dr. will be set for the shuttle. Men Regional Library System is while using only thirty-three his work is everywhere.
Jan. 5 it was 35 cents.
prints by both old and modern level of the Clara M. Eagle Jerry Grey, technical consul
pleased to announce that an shells.
masters as well as some artists Gallery, the exhibit is presented tent to the American Institute Weekly Program
Some days Mr. Elkins walked
adult education class centered
from the Kentucky area, is in partial fulfillment of the of Aeronautics and Astrott'S L
the "Community TV as many as five miles, cleaned
around
presented by the Lakeside requirements for the Bachelor nautics and the U.S. Air Force. Highlight's KET's
the
squirrels,
and
then
froze
High School" series being
,- Info 753.33j4
Studio of Lakeside,.*eh. Ar- of Science degree. The gallery
Dr.Grey, a former professor
broadcast by the Kentucky them to cook for his meals this
tists include Albrecht Durer, is open 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday . of aerospace science at Prince- Legislative Schedule
Educational Television Net- winter.
TONITE & TUE.
Martin Schonguaer, Jacques through Friday, until 5 p.m. -on ton University, says the shuttle
His wife, the former Otie
work is now being formed.
Callot, Pablo Picasso, William Saturday, and from 1 to 10 p.m. system would serve as a sort of
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
The program is designed to Morgan, died ten years ago
spaceborne service station or
Blake, and Georges Rouault. on Sunday.
when Mr. Elkins was 75 years of
—
Kentucky
Educational assist those people who failed to
repair
shop
for
the
family
of
The Studio's collection of over
Television network's scheduled complete high school to earn a age. He has learned to cook,
500 original prints tours major
satellites destined to soar coverage of the 1972 Genral High School Equivalency clean house,and do his washing
museums and universitites City Demands Interest,
around the globe and provide Assembly includes a weekly Certificate (GED).
saying "you are never too old to
throughout the country each
international communications, program about legislative
learn"
Miller
conducted
a
•
Mr.
PialfSCIC Ii. i I
-DETROIT (API — When
G4* IMAM Pastes ,
year.
"The shuttle system,"__ Dr___ • activities, a two-part program similar class last year and Wag—- Mr. Elkins is visited
Mrs.
Sarah
Parker,
60,erwidowstudio
representative
of
the
A
"Grey explained in an irderview,
frequently
by
his
children,
abortion and a two-part extremely pleased with the final
at 7:25 & 9:45 * Adults 1.75, Children .75
will be available to answer who. -lives in Detroit's inner -"would make it possible for
program on the legislative results. The successful com- grandchildren, and great
historical or technical questions city, made her $277 tax pay- men and equipment to fly.
into
ss
.
1 6.11...41°W490
"
910.19s10
.
111600Nwit
pletion percentage was nearly grandchildren. He has one 1.41..."
ment five months late last space and repair cornmunica-,
about the display.
.
daughter, Mrs. Lona Mae
Each
Monday
night
at
10:30
that
of
the
averages
double
explained
she
had
month,
she
tions satellites, just as the teleThe public is invited to visit
the network presents "Eye On listed by the 93 school systems Williams, and three sons,
the exhibit between land 5 p.m. intended to pay on time, but a vision repairman comes to
Frankfort," a program which throughout the state offering a Lestel, Otis, and Carlos Elkins,
took
the
money
from
robber
your
house
and
fixes
your
set.
Another exhibit entitled
all of Calloway County. He said
deals with major issues before formal GED program.
her.
some
instances,
if
a
"CV, in
"Texas Landscaped, Shoes
he looks forward to visits by
the
legislature.
year's
class
will
begin
on
This
The city returned her money, satellite needs to go to the shop
Containers and Goggles" is
friends, neighbors, and numAt
9:30
p.m.
with
Feb.
14
and
21,
February
16,
1972,
interest.
television
set
often
$11
in
—
as
your
demanding
;being held in the gallery,
But Ronald Williams, admin- does — the shuttle could haul KET will feature a two-part meetings tyke weekly on beous relatives from throughout
`..,February
4-29. The' artist is
"PLAY MISTY FOR mr
program taped in January at a Monday and
Wednesday the county.
:Susan Long, a weaving in- istrative accountant for the city up another satellite to take the
a.lirs*Moo on senor_
The Calloway County man not
Conference on Abortion at the evening at 6:30 p.m.
place
malfunctioning
of
the
will
office,
says
he
treasurer's
.V.MOM4AMMIEMprwft0MR.
structor at the University of
"0--_AL
. 0.
only
likes to hunt but is an avid
one. Then it would be returned
University of Kentucky. The
For further information on
California-San Diego. She has pay the latest monthly interest
fisherman
as
well.
His
other
to
earth
and
repaired
for
revised
enrollment
contact
Gerald
L.
Kentucky
Penal
Code
:exhibited regionally, nationally, charge, $1.39, out of his own further
missions."
which will be submitted to the Miller at the Purchase Regional hobbies include watching
sand internationally, and was pocket, because the city was
ONITE & TUE.
Grey emphasizes that even
General
Assembly includes a Library, 710 Main St., Murray, television and reading. He
Mrs.
Parker's
late
in
answering
-recognized in "Objects USA,"
the
most
expensive
and
sophisreads
his
Bible
each
day
and
„
Telephone
revised
section
on
or
call,
abortion.
753-6461;
Ky.,
collection of contemporary letter. She sent it Jan. 8, but ticated communications satelCounty
For approximately a week Calloway
Public also The Ledger 81 Times. The
'weavers, and in the "Johnson did not receive a reply until lites will black out occasionalmiddle of February Library, 710 Main St., Murray, forth coming presidential
during
the
Jan.
26.
:Wax Show," a display of arts
ly. With the shuttle system they
election is 6f particular interest
KET will be taping and filming Ky., Telephone 753-2288.
"There's no way to waive it,"
and crafts.
-s
could be repaired to operate
to Mr. Elkins as he is well read
legislative
activities.
he
said.
-We
get
hundreds
of
Two
Miss I.ong's weilt inagain, to great savings.
on the candidates and their
ECUMENICAL NOTE
programs will be edited from
corporates landscapesi, these a year, and there has
Moreover, he adds, because
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP) issues.
this
work—one
for
In-school
been
no
exception
made
in
the
use
primarily of west Texas, into
of man's ability to repair them
Mr. Elkins said of the many
and one for the public. The — An Episcopalian college
in space or bring, them home
weavings and wall-hangings. three years I've been here."
dent, Earl T. Williams jr.. of blessings he has enjoyed
for refurbishing, tomorrow's programs will show, the North Haven, Conn., has been
uses found
She frequently
6*.ti ovq,
(44 ift f
satellites could be larger, legislative process by following elected_ president of the Roman throughout his life, he is most
objects as a base for her
thankful
for
his
children,
the
budget
bill
through
both
the
It
now
costsIfieents
to
drive
heavier, more crudely built and
Catholic Newman Club at
weavings, following a theme
Including 1inie4leaa- latenuctional rot. friends, neighbors; good health,
rrazatio- thus cut up to 54Wer_cerit.pff the
throughout a series. Included in across New York'
and eyesight.
_,,„.
-Coif of Prodiieing todureleW"—Pat
lege
this show,ter.example--areWe reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for The best interest of our readers.
clif:1911ifaison Ave
Netionat Representatives: Wallace warner,
Memphis, Tn ; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg.,
Detroit, Mich.
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray $35 per week, $1.52 per
month. $1820 per year. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
$7 50 per year; other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $1500
per year; more than 150 miles from Murray, $18.00 per year. All mail
subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax.
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Napoleon Ix-Tryagte-dWith coimaefrom 1809
a bouquet
A luncheon to celebrate 162 years old, you get -...
the 167th anniiiiiiiry of that is full of fruit and fire.
Cognac is produced in the
Napoleon's coronation was
held at New York's Lutece Res- Charente area on the west coast
taurant recently. Chef Andre of France north of Bordeaux. It
Soltner served dishes from the is distilled twice and aged in
Bonaparte era, and capped the oaken casks. Cognacs produced
affair with a serving of rare in the seven sectors where the
vineyards are located may be
Bisquit Cognac from 1809
The main course was that described as follows
Marengte---- Grande Champagne: the top
which commemorates Napo- brandy, elegant and light
leon's victory over the AusBy Abigail Van Buren
Petite Champagne: same
trians at Marengo in 1800. The qualities as the Grande, but to a
triumph gave the general an lesser degree.,__
DEAR ABBY: Do you know anything about jaguars?
appetite and he ordered his chef
Borderies: hit advantage of
We
cat.
lovable
We just got one for a pet and he is a very
to rustle up some food. All that rapid maturing
wanted to mate him, so we borrowed a female jaguar for
could be found were three eggs,
Fins Bois: less refined, also
that purpose. We put them together and he wouldn't have a
four tometdee, _six creel* IL_ matures quickly
thing to do with her. She didn't seem to have any interestsmall. hen, a little garlic, some
BOTIS Bois: heavier with an
Mf. and Mrs. Remelt Dooes
oil and a saucepan. Chef Du---.- earthy taste
him, either, but I think if he had romanced her a little, S.
be
AMU
One
Doores
of
ROM*
Kirksey
Mrs.
Newell
Mr. and
nand fried the various ingrediBois Ordinaires: has a still
might have cooperated.
of
fiftieth wedding
ents and poured some water more earthy taste
My wife says she thinks our cat is homosexual. Abby. ..honored with =open haute in celebration their
anniversary on Sunday,February 13, at the Mt. Hebron United_ laced with brandy from the gen- _1 _ Brandy is not only a se
have you ever heard of a gay cat.?_I asked our _vet, aatt he
Methodist church.
eraes_llask over the lot. Napo- drink, it is invaluable in cookjust laughed.. I'd really like to knew-and
are
being
relatives-invitations
sent.-Alitriformal
leon
No
ties sii preased with the ike. as this recipe for a souffle
-—SERIOUS 1N-PLORIDdr-4
- •
dish that he told Dunand,"You attests
are invited to attend between the hours of two and four o'clock in
must feed me like this after 5 oz. milk
the afternoon. The couple requests that no gifts be sent. The
DEAR SERIOUS: I asked one of the finest vets in the
2 tablespoons sugar
children and grandchildren will be hosts and hostesses for the -- every battle."
profession,[Dr. Herman Salk of Palm Springs, eat.] and he
Having sampled the dish, I salt to taste
occasion.
didn't laugh. Instead he told me that unless the female is
can understand Napcileon s en- 2 tablespoons flour
Mr. and Mrs. Doores were married February 11, 1922 at
"In beat," the male will have nothing to do with her. And
thusiasm. The ingredients may 2 egg yolks
Metropolis, Illinois. J.J. Liggot officiated at the ceremony. Their
she could also care less about him. Also, some cats refuse
sound unlikely but they blend 2 teaspoons butter
Mrs.
is
Mrs.
Hargrove
Juliet
Joe
that
Hargrove.
and
were
saying
attendents
by
concluded
And
Dr.
Salk
to breed in captivity.
beautifully. But the high point 2 tablespoons BisqWt Cognac
Doores's sister.
he had never hoard of a four-legged gay eat.
+.3 egg_whites. .
the meal stap. that_11102._C.cte;
Doorenielhe former,Esther Mc(uliston, daughter of 1311=,
_
dedoitipaMed-'60*olsOli- - Bring to boil 4 oz. milk with 2
- Elfin*. thd M1. Montie McCuiston, Mr. Doores, a retired farr
temporary vintages which were tablespoons sugar and pinch of
reeeirioluinii-YOU printed a-leite
DEAR*A33BY:- Thii—
Doores and the late Will J. Doores.
Mrs.
of
Bertha
is
son
the
though less
salt. Add 2 tablespoons sifted
excellent,
not
marriages
that
suggesting
clergyman
California
a
from
The doores have been residents of the Backusburg community all - tinguished.
flour blended with remaining
licensed by the State might be performed to salve conAs brandy ages, it takes ona, ounce of milk. Cook, stirring 2
their lives.
sciences in cases whece a divorce was not possible, or
or 3 minutes. Remove from fire
The couple's children are Mrs. Douglas (Evelyn) Tucker, -- fresh-grape sweetness that
where a limped marriage would lose certain benefits to the
Mrs. Marcus iAnna Lou) Williams, North Dakota, ant-- minds one of a great wine. And':" and add egg yolks and butter
Kirksey
-persons.
when you sip a Cognac that is plus the cognac and at last moEdgar Doores, Lone Oak. They also have eight grandchildren.
I think you ought to suggest that people find out the
ment add the egg whites beaten
legal ramifications both for their clergyman and for themStiffly Mix quickly and pour
•
,
Ives before attempting such action.
into a buttered, sugared souffle
4- dish. Smooth surface of the
In the Commonwealth of Virgule, a clergyman posts
'Muffle Cook in a 375 degree
4600 bond that be will perform no marriages not recognized
_ •
Owen for 14 to 16 minutes
by the State. Similar provisions exist in the three other
in
this
write
I
ministry.
my
served
have
I
States in which
order that people's expectations not be raised about things
Onion entree
A VIRGINDUCLERGYMAN
'
which cannot be done.
Here's an entree loaded
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
eating pleasure at a
with
,
young,
blondeShe's
all
-4AP/
In
DEAR CLERGYMAN: I appreciate your writing.
low cost. Halve
pleasurably
friendly and until recently
matters having to es wt.* "the law," since the laws differ
and parboil the large sweet
the
or
lawyer,
she
was
a
policy,
desperate
fora
job.
from state to state, as a. Matter of
Spanish onions available
Pat Conner has a. degree In.
local Legal Aid Sock*, should always be consulted.
now from eastern Oregon
sociology and history and a
and southwestern Idaho. It
teaching certificate in secondwdI.iW.about 20 minutes
DEAR ABBY: Whoever said that all the telephone chief
ary education.
boiling salted water.
Pennsylvania,
in
wrong!
is
least
At
MALES
are
operators
At 26, she's had experience in.
When the onions are done
-you are.
-teaching. business and social
_ enough to remove the °enI am a telephone operator for Bell of Pennsylvania, and
work.
.. ler portion., do so. and chop
WOMEN.
are
know
I
so
But
like
many other uniall the chief operators
it very fine. would
versity graduates in New MexiI wish the chief operators WERE men because I
sausage or
pork
with
Mix
.
co, she couldn't find a job.
rather work for a man than a woman. Also, I'll bet no man
__e_glakone_d ground --beef.
"Then at city personnel. I
would take the foul language we women operators take
Sluff onions, with the mixheard
job
about
and
this
I
apFEMALE
from the customers.
- tore. • Place in • a buttered
plied," said Mrs. Conner She
eeseerole and bake at 35e
got the job -and became AlbuDEAR FEMALE: Interesting that a woman would rathdegrees until the meat e
querque's only female doger have a man for her boss. Also, what can a man do about
done. Any extra 'onion-meat
catcher. The official title is An"foul language" from the customers that a woman can't
filling may be shaped into
imal Control Officer.
do!
meat balls and baked
It's not the sort of job yould
alongside the stuffed on.
expect a prospective teacher to
CONFIDENTIAL TO SHIRLEY T. IN ORLANDO, FLA:
ions. Good . with creamed
take. But Pat Conner had the
I liked your husband's quote. "Anyone can complain, criticarrots and a fruited gf,la
necessary
-she
qualifications
cise and condemn. Most fools do." I'll credit ALBERT with
tin salad.
was "disadvantaged "
that one. I Not "EINSTEIN," "TAVAREs"!I
I had such a low. income last
ale-glars new ---bwakiat,---"Mma Tees-Agars oast lir- year, I didn't pig any income
Wage mil la to mtg.ass aim las Angeles. CM. MIL te*:7 eleeeniAwith a Mgrin-

Vet never heard

ofgayjaguar

L
rat,

Friendly, PrettyAnd the Town s Dogcatcher

Is A Photo
Contest Winner
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Gourmet Recipe For Creme Carame
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Monday, February 7
The Kathleen Jones Group of
the First Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Miss
Lorene Swann_ with Mrs
Madelle Talent ail hostess at
7:15 p.m.
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood will meet at the
home of Mrs. Paul Sturm at
7:30 p.m.
United
Coldwater
The
Methodist Church WSCS is
scheduled to meet at the church
at seven p.m.
.
-1% Olga Hampton- Baptist
Women of the Sinking Spring
Church will meet at the church
at seven pin.

Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs.Den Billington
at one p.m.-Wednesday, February 1
Grove
Harris
The
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Bill Wrather..
The WSCS of the Mason's
Chapel United Methodize'
Church is scheduled to meet at,
seven p.m.
- Thursday, February 10
- The Blankenship Circle of the
Sleuth Pleasant Grove United .
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the home of Mrs. A.H.
McLeod at seven p.m.

The Baptist Women of the
San Grove Baptist Church Will
--Nive its general meeting at the
Fatvaty I
church at 1:30 p.m.
en
the4AGosh
of
The WSCS
United Methodist Church will
Wagon
The -Welcome
meet at seven p.m.
Newcomers Club will meet at
First Christian
Neff- Wovidenci 7:30 p.m. at the
The
Mrs. Howard Keller
Homemakers Cub will meet at Church.
will glee her impressions of her
the home of Mrs. John Dale at
trip to Russia and will show
one p.m.
slides.
The Westside Homemakers
The Sunnyside Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. W.A. Erwin at 12:30 p.m. Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. -Mickey Cherry at 10:311-- --- •
The Baptist Young Women of a.m.
the Sinking Spring Baptist
The Mardis Gras Fiesta, by
Church are scheduled to meet at
students of the Department of
seven p.m.
Romance Languages, will be
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 held in the SUB Ballroom at
Order of the Eastern Star will MSU from seven to nine p.m.
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 Admissions will be fifty cents
and French and Spanish
p.m.
refreshmeMs will be sold.
Groups of the First Barltist
Church will meet as follows: I
Colloquim,
Phijosophy
with Mrs. Owen Billington at discusidons on "Man," will be
9:30 a.m., H with Mrs. John held at Room 213 of Wilson Hall,
Keel at ten a.m., and ILI with MSU, at three p.m.
Mrs. Edgar Pride at two p_.m.
,
William Lentz, Paducah:
The Quota Club will meet at euphonium, will be presented int
the Southside Restaurant at 12 his senior recital in the Recital
noon.
Hall of Fine Arts Building
The Call to prayer and self Annex, MSU, at eight p.m.
denial of the Hazel United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the home of Mrs. Kosice
Friday, February 11
Jones at ten a.m. A covered dish
The annual Valentine's Dance
luncheon will be served.
for adult members of the
Calloway Country Club and
Morning circles of the WSCS their out of town guests will be
of the First United Methodist held from nine p.m. to one a.m.
Church will meet at 9:30 a.m. as Tickets are $5.00 per couple and
follow: Alice Waters with Mrs. music will be by Byron
James Garrison, 303 Oakdale; Gallimore and The ComBessie Tucker with Mrs. Heron monwealth. Mr. and Mrs.
West,1301 Olive Boulevard; and Tommy Chrisp are in charge of
Maryleona Frost with Mrs. the arrangements. Others
Robert Buckingham, 1717 assisting are Messrs and
Magnolia.
Mesdames Gingles Wallis,
Richard Knight' Otis Erwin,
8
Tuesday, February
The New Providence Riding Dan McKinney, Carl Oakley,
Club will have Or- dinner and James Lassiter, Cleburne
business meeting at CaTittin's Adams, and Jim Old.
Kitchen at 7:30 p.m.
The New Concord ParentTeachers Club will meet at
seven p.m. at the school.

Murray
North
The
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Angie Gibbs at
1:30 p.m.

-SherHARDIN, Ky..
DOGCATCHER WITH A TEACHING CERTIFI-CAIE - Pat
Conner, trained as a teacher. with experience in business and ry Lynn Riley, Little'Miss Marsocial work too, found it difficult to find a job, so when she shall County of 1971, has won
Wednesday, February 9
heard Albuquerque needed a dogcatcher, she applied for the fifth place in the 37th children's
The
Arts and Crafts Club will
held
contest
photograph
Connational
Her
isAnimal
title
official
position and was hired.
meet
at the home of Mrs.
Assothe
of
auspices
the
-order
-091-01,fieer,
Ronald W. Churchill, Cardinal
of Department Store
ciation
-colshepherd
huge
Mrs. Conner earned her own retriever, a
Lane, at 2:30 p.m.
wig- Photographers with studios in
way through college - first at lie mix, assorted poodles,
over 200 cities in the United
what
out
waited
all
gling
pups
Mexico.
New
of
the University
States.
The Ruth Wilson Circle
then at Chicago City-College could be their last days. _
•
Sherry Lynn's photograph was
First United Methodist Church
and finally in Tennessee, where
"Look at that tiger-tipped SiWSCS will meet at the home of
she obtained her degree from amese!" exclaimed Mrs Con
Mrs. Bryan Overcast, 511
Memphis State University.
several
of
ner, picking up one
- Chicago, Ill.-A free ofTer if
Whitnell, at 7:30 p.m.
Returning to New Mexico Siamese and part Siamese cats
special interest tor- those who
this year to live, Mrs. Conner
"Where else could you get a
found teaching jobs in short Siamese for two dollars'" - she
Women of the Oaks Country hear but do not understand.supply. And most state Jobs in asked, her voice pleading
Club will play bridge at 9:30 words has been announced 14'
social work require that an al),
Mrs. Conner has found that
a.m. promptly. If not signed up, Heltone. non-operating model
icadnt be a state resident. she her job, like most emergency
fpolun
please call Doris Rose 753-3690 of the smallest Bolton.. aid ever
made will he given absoiuteis;
employment positions, has bcn
by Tuesday noon.
"I looked everywhere - the financed for only "a year or
free to anyone answering this
state, the city. the Albuquerque two.'•
•
Concord sulvertioanwiit.
New
Public 'Schools, the employ"That's not right," she said
worn.
is
it
how
see
to
it
-Try
at
meet
will
Club
Homemakers
ment office," she said.
"Suppose a man with a family
own
the home of Mrs. Willie Smith.at in the privacy Of your
After more than a month of bad the job, and he'd get fired
home without cost or Oltation.
looking she found the dogcatch- after a year or so?"
one p.m.
of gny kind: It's yews t keep,
er position. "It's a difficult job
For herself. Mrs. Conner is
free. It weighs loos than a third
- the public doesn't under- hoping to earn enough money to
The Pottertown Homemakers
stand," said Mrs. Conner, go to graduate school. OriginalClub will meet at the SouthSICIS level,in-ime unit. No wires lead
to get a
showing a bite mart- air
Restaurant at ten a.m.
from body to head.
arm. Shespent part of her time master's degree in education.
These models are free, so we
recently in the hospital, from a But now she's not so sure. "I
Murray suggest. you write for yours
South
The
severe reaction from an anti- think I'd like to go into some
Homemakers Club will meet at now. Again, we repeat, there in
rabies shot.
kind of work with animals," she
SHERRY LYNN RILEY
the home of Mrs. Guy Cun- no cost, atid certainly ntrobliesi.
-This girl had left her dog said, and, reluctantly put the
submitted through a depart- ningham.
-to Dept. INS,Delrunning loose and when some-- clinging cat back in its cage.
tion. Write
ment store in Nashville, Tenn.
one reported it and we went to
Corp.,4201 W.
tone
pick it up. it bit me," she said.
Judges for the contest includDiscoloration in a glass or
The South Pleasant Grove VictoPhi, Chicago, III. 60646.
"What ticked me off was the glass-ceramic coffeemaker can ed Glenn Campbell, Chad Evjudge didn't even fine her. and most easily be removed by erett, Aretha Franklin and Florthis girl said she didn't care heating a liquid chlorine ence Henderson.
that the dog had bitten me"
bleach solution I I part bleach
The prize' was a $100 shopIt's a typical reaction. she to eight part* water) in the ping expedition at the Nashville
said. "People say they love coffeemaker end letting it store. Sherry also received a
their dogs and they hate the stand overnight. Wash as usual certificate of award and a
dogcatcher. But then they don't in detergent. Caution: don't large picture poster which was
want the responsibility of their add anythinf else to the displayed in the store window.
animals, and they just dump chlorine solution.
Sherry is the daughter of Mr.
them out on the street. Or they
Mrs. Charles W. Rile y,
and
let them run loose and get
Highway 94 East
Hardin Rt, I. She is the grandvicious. Or they move away and
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
daughter
leave them to starve."
CHICAGO (UPI) The
Dewey Riley of Benton Rt. 8
Animals have to be watched
largest single contributor
Mr and Mrs. Gilbert Coland
Monday-Wednesday-Friday 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
and cared for and trained like
to garage accidents is- the
lins of Gilbertevilis t. 1. .
children, she said
general clutter typical of
Saturday — 9 A.M. to 12 Noon
Leading the way among the
work-shop-warehouse
the
A simple sewing center in
crowded dog cages, Mrs ('ongarage, says the National
EMERGENCY CARE BY APPOINTMENT „
the home does not have to be
ner patted this one, spoke enSafety Council.. To .helo
expensive,•Aii-thaerseirded•to
--170THER HOURS
-7..vVitt:LINK Diccidiets._
1-0
.
sake-- it _ siierearia-7
Phone 753-2962
4ite
notin4l
e'aura
e ofyan
toother
that
-wise the disorder and jet
organization--a place for
An old bulldog, a skelet"n
ch at it off the .floor,
everything you need.
thin • shepherd, a young golden

44014
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open golf
played
t, Pa
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York now
11 Before

Vanilla been:shown in the foregreund....er
,
fieinbee This epicurean detsert its lovely flavor.
If you want to dine out while pan for baking the dessert egg yolks, ant the remaining
staying at home, you might look Lacking the big charlotte mold 1/4 cup sugar Remove vanilla
Into one of the best specialty we used the loaf pan 19 by 5 by 3 bean from milk and add milk to
cookbooks this season has inches) and unmolded the eggs slowly, beating constantly.
brought
Creme onto a rectangular serv- Pour into mold coated with carWe're talking about "The ing platter. If . you are in (he amel Place in a pan of hot
RecFavorite
L.A. Gourmet
same predicament, don't hesi- water in oven add bake at 350
ipes from Famous Los Angeles tate to follow suit.
degrees Ito 1 1/2 hours or until
Restaurants" by Jeanne Voltz
a knife inserted near center
LA PARISIENNE'S
and Burks Hamner (Doublecomes out clean A deep charCREME CARAMEL
day). This small volume has 1 quart milk
lotte mold takes longer baking
had double-checking after the 1 four-inch piece vanilla bean or than custard in a loaf pan Cool,
colwere
restaurant recipes
then refrigerate. Loosen around
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
lected they were tried by home 1 1/4 cups sugar
edges with a sharp knife, invert
cooks.
plate over mold, then gently
2 tablespoons water
Our favorite recipe in "The 8 whole eggs
turn upside down so as not to
L.A. Gourmet" is one for a 2 egg yolks
lose any of the caramel syrup.
fabulously good Creme CarScald milk with vanilla bean Makes 6 to 8 servings
amel that comes from La Pah- and set aside. (If vanilla exstenne,a restaurant that Jeanne tract is used, add after eggs and
Don't shake or snap throw
Voltz and Burks Hamner call milk are mixed. t Combine 1/2 rugs to dust them. The snapping
"very, very French." We had cup of the sugar -and the water action may break the yarns in
utter success with this Creme in a 2-quart metal charlotte
the rug backing, even though
Caramel, as did a friend of mold or loaf pan, place over
bound firmly.
ours, and it's now going on our moderate heat, and let heat un- they are
list of epicurean desserts. If til syrup is golden brown, tipTo remove lint deposits on coryou want to try the recipe, here ping mbld now and then so syrit is just as it is given in "The up. does not scorch tilt pan duroy, put the articles through a
s1ioI1wahinj -cYcle, _ using _it
• -L.A. Gourmet."
agaie to coatsides and.bottom.
nair-preetpltating water softener.
recipe-suggests using. a
bo not add detergent.
whole
eggs,
together
Beat
loaf
a
or
mold
3-quart charlotte
CREME CARAMEL

y-W-iiid--ganned
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Schenk Wins-Triple Crown
Of Olympic Skating Monday
SAPPORO, Japan (AP) What Julie Holmes and Janet
Lynn couldn't do ea toe skates,
the United States hockey team
did-but none of them could
come close to what Ard Schenk
achieved at the Ilth Winter
Olympic Games.
Miss Holmes, of North Hollywoocl, Calif., was a distant secaudio-Austria's &Istria Schuba
going into Monday night',
freeskating finals of the women's singles figure skating and
Miss Lynn,from Rockford, Ill.,
was -fourth liehind Karen Magn of Canada.
And, just as she said she
would, Miss Schuba, cool and
confident as ever, used that
commanding lead to breeze
away to victory and a gold
medal while Miss Holmes faded
to fourth, giving miss magma_

.
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Kentucky Puts_SEC Lead On Line At Auburn

Walker Sets--Club
Record With 56
p ts On Sunday
Poin

Lexington, Ky.(AP)- league and 8-8 overall,
Auburn took it on the chin 76Southeastern Conference bas-N
ketball leader Kentucky, fresh 67 from Tennessee Saturday
from an 85-80 victory over Van- night.
Not helping the situation is
derbilt Saturday, will be trying
to maintain a one-half game an iniurv siege that has kept
lead over Tramline at Auburn senior Henry Harris --from
fulfilling his potential.
tonight.
Lynn thinks Harris is "the
UK is
and Tennessee,
which meets Vanderbilt tonight, most hard luck player I've ever
seen. He's been hurt 70 per
is 6-2.
And as the playing time ap- cent of the time. But he's got
proaches, Auburn doesn't quite the courage of a lion the way
know how it feels.
he keeps trying. The shame of
"We've been playing real in- it is that he should have been a
consistently," said Tiger coach tremendous player."
Bill Lynn, "good at times and
The 6-3 athlete, elected team
terrible at others."
captain this season, had cartiAuburn started out fast but lage removed from his left
has dropped four straight in the knee last summer. Lynn says
SEC, dipping to 44 in the the knee tends to tighten and

slowing harris down.
Despite the hard luck, Harris,
averaging just over 12 points,
will start at guard against UK-along with 6-3 junior Gary Eng-.land. Up front, Auburn will
have 6-4 junior Dan iCirkla
6.9 junior Jim Retseck and 6-10—
senior Al Leaphart.
Lynn, who likes man-to-man
defense, says he plans to match
Retseck against UK's 6-7 Tom
Parker defensively and give
Leaphart the job of stopping 611 Kentucky center Jim Andrews.
As for Kentucky, Lynn has
the same kind of feeling as he
has for his own boys:
"At times, they've looked
real good, at other times no."

wegian, won the 500, 5,000 and kerk and my main task mile
_
10,000 meters.
beat hun•
By THE ASSOCIATED MIS poured in 42 points-one abort
"Verkerk had finished so
And he said he plans to de"It's not good for • team to of his career high-in pacing
fend all three of his Olympic strongly that I knew I had to
have one player doing all the the Celtics to their seventh
speed skating gold medals at hold my lap times to win ... so
straight victory. Spencer Haythe 12th Winter Games at Den- I concentrated on that and for- scoring," said Chet Walker.
It was good for the Chicago wood got 32 points for Seattle.
ver, Colo., in 1976-"that is, got about the world record," .
Bulls Sunday, as Walker set a
Schenk said.
provided I keep winning.
Bill Bradley collected n
record with a 56-point
club
silgetting
the
Verkerk
With
slowing
start
down and
If I
points, including a field goal
bombardment
Stan
bronze
to
went
against
the
ver,
Cincinlosing, I might think again,"
nati in pacing a 119-94 victory with 51 seconds left and a foul
with
Stensen of Norway
the Flying Dutchman added.
shot with 10 seconds remaining,
over
the Royals.
15:07.08.
Miss Holmes was consigned
leading the Knidts past Phila-Walker,
in
his
10th
season
in
to fourth after she landed badly
Dan Carroll of St. Louis, who the
National Basketball Associ- delphia. The 76ers' Fred Carter
on one jump.
had placed 10th in the 5,000 me- ation-and
his third with the hit a career high of 36 points,
"I don't know what I did," ters and seventh in the 1,500,
Bulls--ehatter
ed the Chicago while teammate Hal Greer
she said. "It just happened. I continued as the most successplayed in his 1,059th game, tywas a little nervous, as always, ful United States speed skating record of 47 points, established ing the NBA
record held by reby
Bob
Love
Vanderbilt-Kentucky bkb
against
Milwaukee
but it had nothing to do with entry, finishing ninth in the 10,Schayes.
Dolph
tired
Kentucky (0)
on
Mar.
15,
1970.
the fact that
won the gokl-o-fee with 15:44.41,
T Parker
G F
9
7. 55
5-819
23
Walt Hazzard scored
After
the
best
performinelii
f
Lyons
medal here last year at the
Russi was ecstatic about his
last eight points in the
Stamper
his
NBA
4-8
5
14
career,
the
modest
pre-olympics."
triumph in the downhill, one of
Key
third quarter and its first six in
Miss Lynn, heartily cheered the Games' most glamorous Walker said: "I don't delude the fourth
Andrews
9
3 0
1-423 19
6
period, and finished
myself in saying that getting 50
MCowan
1 2-2 4
_1_3y the. crowd in_m_cke_d_hiako- events,.._
with 38 in sparking-the Braves'
TotatS
34-1-7-25 45
points
is
not
a
great
achieveon
Vanderbilt (81
"I really hoped to with the ment but that has
sen, the North American eham- I
- nanal Arena' din
" a
never been a triumph. l'hs lase was CleveGFT
pion, the silver and Miss Lynn, jump going into a sit spin but gold medal here and I've goal for me. I
fifth
land's
a
row.
in
Arnholt
"8 5-5 13
never scored
VBKolff
By
ASSOCIATED
THE
the four-time U.S. titlist, the received extremely high marks worked for years to achieve that many points in
PRESS
1 3-4 5
Calvin Murphy tallied 27
Another six-footer, Mack Cal- Compton
college or
bronze, Anierica's second in the from the judges for artistic im- this," said the 23-year-old mov- high school."
Louie Dampier is only six 'ft;leturned to action after
points, 21 in the second half,
Ligon
5 0-0 10
pression.
ie stuntman who once injured
games.
3 6-7 12
The 6-foot-7, 220-pound for- Elvin Hayes had 26 points and feet tall-a mere midget in the bout with the flu and connected Fowler
"It happens all the time," the his back in a wild chase scene
Maddux
S 1-1 11
The U.S. hockey team, howward
said he "was feeling good 22 rebounds and Mike Newlin American Basketball Associ- for 37 points, helping the Flor- Freman
3
4-4 9
18
tiny
-year-old
blonde
said.
down a mountain as a double in before
ation-and
ever, had brilliant form, parit's
easy
overlook
to
sank
four
consecutive
field
idians end a six-game losing Totals
28 24 29 80
the game and I knew
a James Bond film, then went that I was
him.
ticularly in the nets, where "This is a slippery sport."
Kentucky
42.
39
9-85
streak and register their high- Vanderbilt
going to do pretty goals in the fourth quarter,
34 42 4-80
out a few months later and won well."
But opponents of the Kenhelping Houston top Atlanta.
goalie Mike Curran turned
&hears Indd medal was one
Fouled out—Key, Ligon
Po'
touts-acentuencaz.---ast-aside all but one of 62 shots as--.414-alarilladalt-alASMaadaY's the 1970 world championship.
points; tucky. Crannels have. le.arned-_-__----Calvin had a lot•of-belp. WillBut that well?verde
A1
-ir5b581t1 19
Russ!
beat
and
fellow
still
learning-not
are
Swiss
skier
to
the Americans, erupting for comPetition.
' "Defenses today are such Including 14 in the key third peie Long had 24 points and 20
three second-period goals,
The others went to Bernhard Roland Collombin by matching that scoring 50 poins or better hod, as Phoenix whipped Port- take him lightly.
rebounds. Warren Jabali netted
The New York Nets were the 22 points and had
stunned second-ranked Czech- Rama, whom victory in the teammate Maria Theresa Na- Is rare," he said, "and I do not land for the ninth straight time
nine assists, -- -OPPOSES TASK CREWS dig's
Saturday
latest
downhill
to
feel
wrath
the
of
time of think there will be too
little and Manny Leaks grabbed
despite 33 points by the Trail
downhill gave Switzerland a
oslovakia 54.
BALTIMORE (AP) - New
many
17
Louie's sting. Dampier clicked rebounds and
Blazers' Geoff Petrie.
But even tad stunning show sweep in MAN tklitle:and to 1:51.43 on the 2,640-meter .players doing this too often."
Mayor William Donald Schaescored 12 points.
The Lakers, in romping over on his first 13 two-point field
was nothing compared to the Sven-Ake Lundback of Sweden, course. Collombin took the silJohn Brisker led Pittsburgh fer has created a task force to
Elsewhere in the NBA, Bos1:52.40:
- goal attempts Sunday night and with 40 points
Baltimore,
extended
latest feat of the Games' Flying who scored a major upset by ver
their
wintin
defeated
Seattle 128-123,
and George kill task forces he inherited
winning
finished with a season high of
Without their ace skier, Karl
when he took office.
the 15-kilometer cross.
Dutchman.
Thompson had 30.
New York edged Philadelphia ring string to six and got bladon't know how _many-..8chranz, barred from the
39 points, sparking the Colonels -Chuck Williams
ced scoring, led by John
Schenk, the dashing, 27-year- --eountrY race.
109-197, Buffalo whipped Clevescored a ca- there are or what tfiey'le_sp!
to a 118-105,sictory_iivw_llat.-rear high of 36
Ti-app's
27
points.
old bachelor from The Nether-4- The 10,000 meters, sometimes -.°1"11:!_.___ ic Games due to
Archie
Claris-points in leading posed io'Ii doing," Schaefer
-kind 121-109, Hcantin downed
lands, gliding over the ice with-al monotonous race, maintained ,--Pona_ limn, the Austrians
-Pmvor's victory over Indiana said, "but I plan to eliminate
Atlanta 120-113, Phoenix took registered3Spointalor the Bul-- Nets.
for
aetti
.
the
e
-Elsewhere-hi
bronze
the
ABA,thi
medal
en Portland 107-94, and Los Ange- lets.
- In the second half of a double- those we don't
the same graceful, powerful a high pitch of excitement as
need."
In the NBA Saturday, it was: Floridians overpowered Pitts- header at Denver. Frank Card
strides that brought him the the crowd of 13,000 waited W Heinrich Messner's time of les overwhelmed Baltimore 151144-117,
burgh
Denver
surprised
New
York
112,
see
Florida
Philadelphia
for 3-yearDerby
Schenk
The
golds in the 1,500 and 5,000-me- skate in the last a 1'5319.
added 23 points for the Rockets,
127.
Lundback, a 24-year-old electer speed skating tests earlier the 12 pairs.
Walker, whose previous pro 104; Cincinnati 133, Detroit 132 Indiana 115-107, and Dallas wal- while Mel Daniels was high for olds will be run March 2 at
Earlier, teammate Gees Ver- trician, led the 15-kilometer career high was 44 points, in overtime; Chicago 130, Buf- loped Memphis 107-84.
in these Games, became a
the Pacers with 19 points and Gulfstream Park. Hallandale,
Dampier, who has logged 21 rebounds.
Fla.
kerk had taken the lead with sk cross-country from the start scored five points in an eight- falo 96; Atlanta 120, Cleveland
member of the elite.
. .
more playing time than any
Initwon it in 45:28.24-quite an point
He succeeded in capturing clocking of 15:1)4.70.
In the opening game, Dallas
Chicago spurt that car- 107; Milwaukee 119, Houston
71rOotball
CM& Bob Devi
accomplishment for someone
player in ABA history, is first raced to a 30-16
the Triple Crown, burning up
first period
"I thought I might set a who happened to be the last ried the Bulls into the lead for 112; Los Angeles'NW Golden in three-point
field goal at- lead over Memphis and never OfNebraska -formerly was an
the 10,000 meters in an Olympic world record," Schenk said aftgood 75-68 in the third period. State 96, and Phoenix 118 Portassistant coach at Michigan
man to be selected to Sweden's
tempts, second in number of was threatened.
record 15 minutes, 1.35 seconds. em breaking the Olympic mark Nordic
He broke the wail with nine larel 117 in overtime.
Donnie Free- State.
ski team.
points
scored
and
second
inusg'
It was the first time a triple of 15:23.6 but falling short of
man paced Dallas' balanced atconsecutive points in the fourth
- Quarterback Jerry Tagge at,_ma assists, has been over- tack
He beat the Soviet Hokin,
had been scored in speed skatwith 23 points. Wilbert
his own world record of Fedor Sixnaschov, a close period. Over-all he hit 22 of 30 unbeaten Nebraska had
shadowed this season by 7-2 Jones topped the
ing since 1952, when Norway's 14:55.90.
field goals and 12 of 14 free four passes intercepted inal
Pros with 24
l rookie Artis Gilmore and 6-9
friend, who was timed in
Hjalmar Anderson swept the
points.
throws.
"But my coach was holding 4111:011.111,
games last season.
scoring
leader
and
Dan
Ivor
Issel.
Formo
of
.
same three events. The only up
In the ABA Saturday, it was:
Boston's John Havlicek
his fingers to tell me how
But against the Nets, he out- Virginia
Took the bronze
other one came in 1936 when many seconds I had
Former third baseman,
Aà
125, New York 117; UUV 011111tCT•20 DAY* /11151 TRIPL
over Ver- with 46:02.68.
Aff4K-4,e tare 116104-tho. Ier •
0- Tt
George Kell telecasts Detroit did them both, hitting on 16 of Kentucky 117, Denver 106, and 139.OS
Ivar Ballangrud, another Nor.
lye GlowAids. N. mionraft .01
his
18
floor
shots.
Tiger games.
•0110•31:1C.••••!I• PADUCAH. KY 42coi•
Pittsburgh 136, Carolina 129.
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Grier Jones Wins Pro Cage
In Hawaiian Open Standings

HONOLULU (AP) - Grier
LEXINGTON, Ky. (A?) - Jones heaved a big sigh of relief and said, "I was beginning
Kentucky's first regional high
.,school basketball tournament of to wonder if I was ever going
the year will be held at Murray te
The 25-year-old Jones had
--State University, according to
Kentucky High School Athletic Just bested Bob Murphy in a
Association Commissioner Ted sudden-death playoff for the
840,000 first prize in the HaSanford.
Sanford announced the sites waiian Open golf tournament
for the 16 tournaments Satur- Sunday. It was his first profesday, explaining the games pro- sional victory.
"I have two friends, Johnny
vide the participants for the
Miller and Jerry Heard, who
state championship in March.
The ,,,,ther sites are,
-----7-earne out here 1 on the pro tour)
2. Madisonville-North Hop- the same time I did three years
kins; 3. Owensboro Sports Cen- ago and. they both won last
ter; 4. Western Kentucky Uni- year," Jones said.
"I was starting to wonder if
versity; 5. Marion County High
School; 6. and 7. Freedom it'd ever happen to me."
Jones, a former national colHall; 8. Henry County High
legiate champion and one-time
School.
10. Mason County High pro rookie of the year, fashionSchool; 11. University of Ken- ed a brilliant, eight-under-par
tucky; 12. Wayne County High 64 in the final round to catch
School; 13. Middlesboro; 14. the front-running Murphy with
Breathitt County; 15. Pre- a 72-hole total of 274, 14 under
stonsburg; 16. Morehead State par on the lush, 7,122-yard
Waialae County Club course.
University.
Both Jones and Murphy, who
had a final-round 69, reached
the green in two on the first
playoff hole_ The red-haired
rphy lagged up a long putt
to about two feet away. Jones
- CATTLE
missed from 30 feet.
AND
Then Murphy failed on the
fEST
short putt and his husky shoulBUYE
ders slumped in dejection.
We want men
this area
Jones faced one of about the
Train to buy
ttle, sheep
same length.
and hogs.
"I said to myself it's two
We w,1 rain qualified men
--feet. You don't want to waste
with
livestock experiFor local interview,
all those years of hard work on
ite today with your backa two-foot putt," Jones said. He
ground. Include your full
rolled it in.
address and phone number.
Murphy settled for $22,800
CATTLE BUYERS, INC. from the total purse of 9200,000.
4420 Madison
Masters champion Charles
Kansas City, Me. 64111
Coody took third with a 68 for
275, just one stroke back. He

MEN'WNW
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Information, write

CHARLES E. BURTON, Agent
to P.O. Box 32Z, Murray, Ky.
Ifor Bankers Life & Casuality Underwriters
of the White
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W. L. Pct. 0.5.
Boston
41 18 .691
New York
34 22 .60
Philadelphia
23 34 .404
Buffalo
16 39' .
Central Division"
Baltimore
24 30 .44.4 —
Atlanta
21 35 .375
1
Cincinnati
,
18 37 .327 61'2
Cleveland
' 17 41 293 9
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Milwaukee
46 11 793
Chicago
41 17 707
5
Phoenix
35 25 583 12
Detroit
20 37 351 25, 2
Pacific Division
47 7 .870
LOA Angeles
Golden St
34 23 596 14' 2
Seattle
33 25 569 16
Houston
21 36 368 27, 2
POrtland
13 46 .220 36'
Saturday's Results

missed badly on a long birdie
putt on the final hole that
would have put him in the playoff.
Behind him came Marty
Fleckman, 68-276, Don Bies, 65277, and five more at 278. They
were Bob Rosburg, John
Schlee, Jim Jamieson, Bunky
Henry and Curtis Sifford.
Lee Trevino made an eagle
three on the final hole for 70
arid 279. He was tied at that figure with Arnold Palmer, who
closed with a 66. Jack Nicklaus,
never really a factor in the
event, was far back at 235.
Jones, a shaggy-haired blond,
had been closed to victory be------1"w-York----142 -PhiledelPh'a
ma
fore but always let it slip away.
Cincinnati 133, Detroit 132, at ,
Chicago 130, Buffalo 96
Until Sunday, he hadn't lived
Atlanta 120, Cleveland 107
up to his predicted bright fuMilwaukee 119, Houston 112
ture. He had a poor season last
Los Angeles 108, Golden State
year and lost his exemption 96
Phoenix 118, Portland, 117, at
from qualifying for tournaOnly games scheduled
Sunday's Results
ments. And he admitted that at
Boston 128, Seattle 123
times he had been discouraged.
New York 109, Philadelphia
"But golf's my whole life. It's 107
Chicago 119, Cincinnati 94
everything. I'd still be playing
Los Angeles 151, Baltimore
if I couldn't break 80," he said. 127
Phoenix
107, Portland 94
He birdied the first two holes
Buffalo 121, Cleveland 108
after iron shots left him short
Houston 120, Atlanta 113
putts, then made his big move
Only games scheduled
Monday's Games
with a string of five birdies in
No games scheduled
six holes starting on the eighth.
Tuesday's Games
Los Angeles at New York
They included a pair of 25-foot
Cleveland at -Chicago bircfie- putts.
the
11th and
Philadelphia at Phoenix
.
12th.
Baltimore vs. Golden State at
TRAIN LOSSES VARY
LONDON (API - Unclaimed items lost on British
railroads, and offered at a recent auction, included a slot
machine, five commodes. 20
pairs of hot pants, 600 packages
of bra straps and one bust developer.

Oakland
Milwaukee at Buffalo
Houston vs Seattle at Port
land
Only games scheduled

ABA
East Division
W. L. Pct GB.
Kentucky
43 12 787
Virginia
34 23 596 10
New York
27 31 .466 171 2
Floridians
22 34 393 11'.7
Carolina
22 35 386 22
Pittsburgh
21 34 382 22
West Division
CHOIR GREETS ROSA
Utah
37 19 661 —
STEVENSON, Md. ( AP) - Indiana
32 14 .571
5
Former Metropolitan Opera Dallas
17 34 443 12/
1
2
star Rosa Ponselle received a Denver
23 31 418 131,
23 33 411 i 4
surprise Christmas gilt in the Memphis
Saturday's Results
form of a serenade at her home
Virginia 116, New York 117
by the Immaculate Heart of
Kentucky 117, Denver 106
Pittsburgh 136, Carolina 179
Mary choir
Only games scheduled
Miss Ponselle's Christmas
Sunday's Results
cards had featured a portrait of
Denver 115. Indiana 107
the 35-boy choir
Dallas 107, Memphis 84
Floridians 14.4, Pittsburgh 11.2.
-4 /Centuckji 118, New
York 106
Only ga-,s schedule*
SMACKING FINE . •
t,ionday's Games
CAIRO ‘AP; - Kissing' at
No g;.mes scheduled
Tuesday's Game% the movies nods punishable by
-.4Aaraphis
at Denver
a three montIFICIArtireriCe or
Utah at Dallas
SII5 fine
Only games scheduled
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It's Extraordinary What We
Can Do 'For You If You Let Us!!

Bright and early each morning the Extraordinary Bank
opens for another day of minding your business.

We tailor our money to fit your needs, whether it be for a
brand new home or improvements on your present one.

In the course of an extraordinary day we put a lot of
people on the road ahead with an extrAUTOnary loan. We
give a great number of people personal loans for reasons
we won't mention.

These are a few of the extraordinary things we
do in the
course of a day... in a style that makes everything
extraordinary for you.

Our Good Fortune Tellers keep busy depositing deposits,
opening new accounts and helping Johnny with his
Christmas Club; they tell you how Bulldozer checking
accounts work and help your wife choose the right color
and pattern checkbook for her needs.

The Extraordinary Bank .doing all the little
necessities
to prove a big point.
It is extraordinary what we can do for you if you

let us.

The Extraordinary Bank 5.
PEOPLES
"BANK
IL
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MOREHEAD,--Roy M.Terry
Thursday wait-ltirloed head
football coach- -eh Morehead
State University.
MSU President Adoron Doran
announced the appointment at a
noon press conference, calling
the 30-year-old Terry, a former
assistant at the University of
Louisville, as an outstanding
young man with a fine football
background and excellent
personal qualifications."
Dr. Doran also revealed that
Vince Sernary,another of U of L
assistant, has been named as
assistant on Terry's new staff.
Terry, a former standout
at
quarterback
Western
Maryland, comes to the MSU
job after five years in college
coaching and four years in the
high school . ranks. Hi agent
three years at Louisville and
two at Colorado State. —
"This is a tremendous honor
and I'm thrilled with the opportunity to coach at Morehed
State University," the neW head
coach told the sports writers
and broadcasters. "There are
great facilities, and good personnel here and I'm very optimistic about the future of our
-- Terry, who assumes his
duties immediately, succeeds
John J. (Jake) Hallurn who
resigned last month tc becotne
an assistant at the University of
Maryland.
Semary,31, has been on the U
of L staff for. two years. He
feettieirlyiffeedlis head coach
-at -Lonisvillrhtale High SchOo _
and as an assistant at Louisville .
Flaget and Louisville Trinity.
The new MSU assistant played
at Kentucky.
President Doran said both
new coaches were recommended unanimously by a sixmember search committee and
then approved by the same vote
by the university's athletic
committee. He disclosed that
more than 80 persons applied

for the head coach's position.
Dr. Doran made
mention of Jerry
Gore.
Maysville graduate student and
a member of both committees,
noting that few schools involve
"major"
students in such
decisions.
Morehead State's new head
coach is married to his high
school and college sweetheart,
the former Helen Holmes of
Oxon Hill, Md. They have two
children.
His high school experience
included two years as an
assistant at Baltimore City
College High and two years as
an assistant at Riverview High
in Sarasota, Fla. He was a
graduate assistant at ColoradoState and coached the
--vers.
TerrvIt_ jobs at Abe
Included head freshman coach,
varsity linebacker coach and
defensive backfield coach. His
secondary unit ilinked fifth in
the nation in pass defense last
fall.
The new head coach is active
in the Fellowship of Christian
LIGHT TOUGH-Mark House(411)pats a shot up on one finger as
Athletes and is a Methodist. His
f llimat against A
ollects twoillaisi
bsgrda
latherillat4ilw-itortiL Tarry
Sird.
Jr.,, i. chief of chaplains for the
by Wilson Wad*
U.S. Air Force.
Semary is a Cleveland, Ohio,
native and a graduate of
Cleveland West Tech High and
UK. In addition to football, he
also served as head wrestling
coach at Flaget and Trinity. His
college experience includes a
as head freshman coach
U Of L and a year as linebacker coach. He spent six years
high school coaching.
Semary, who will complete
his master's degree at MSU, is
rried to the former Susan
Bryant of Louisville. They have
two children.
• The new assistant won the
Sam Huey Award at UK as the
football player with the highest
academic standing in 1983.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
Going into Saturday night's
conference battle with Austin
Peay, the Murray State Racers
title hopes looked quite bleak.
But the Racers 96-67 demolition
job of the Governors combined
with defeats for co-leaders
Eastern and Western Kentucky,
has suddenly lifted Coach Cal
Luther's crew back into the
limelight.
A large crowd witnessed
brillant performances by Ron
Williams and Les Taylor as the
Racers turned in one of their
finest efforts of the season. The
red hot Racers shot an unreal
.625 from the floor for the
contest as Williams and MAN'
were simply unstoppable.'
Williams, a 6-2 senior guard
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SAN DIEGO - A professional football coach, especially a
new one, does not conclude the
season with the Super BowL
In a very real sense, Harland
Svare's position as head coach
of the San Diego Chargers began with the end of the 1971 season.
Long before the Chargers
start practice in July, Svare
will be preparing for a year of
decision for one of the original
franchises in the-old American
Football League, and a team
which has passed a single season since 1960 without one man
as coach - Sid Gillman.
Svare, a onetime playboy
settled down to a new job and a
pretty wife, served as general
manager of the Chargers for
one year, so he is not unaware
of the team's assets, and handicaps. But he is starting his
career with the philosophy of
successful executives - learn
how to delegate authority and
to ivhom it should be delegated.
He will try to avoid stepping on
anyone's toes.
Despite the fact the Chargers
regard the 1972 draft as especially important, particularly
because of the team's defensive
needs, Svare plans to let Tom
Miner take the initiative- in.
dealing for rookies. In an interview, Svare made clear his decision to let his personnel have
autonomy and authority in representing the club.
"That authority has been
delegated," he insisted, "and
that is not my responsibility to
select players."
Svare, a Los Angeles Ram
linebacker in 1953-54 before he
Joined the great defensive organization of the New York Giants, is basically a lowkeyed
chap who does not like to make
much out of his new job. He has
been there before, he will tell
you, as coach ofthe Los Angeles Rams from 1962 to 1964. "I
do not think football really has
changed that much since
then," he said, describing his
experience as a coach.
. The difference, so far as
Svare is concerned, is in experience.
2 years of
/
"I had only about 21
atiy kind of coaching exeri-

Us!!

Or 8
one.

the
ex-

ities

coach before," he recalled. '"In
the years between, I have
•

1

added not only coaching experience but experience within
the front office organization."
Svare learned one thing with
the Giants, and later with the
Washington Redskins under
another Giant alumnus, the
te Vince Lombardi. That was
the art of preparation, and his
philosophy seven months before the Chargers touch a football in 1972 is consistent with
that.
"We already are working on
our scouting schedule, and S
should be completed ,is
February," he said.
Another thing Svare learned
as a Giant was to concentrate
on defense. And he learned his
trade from some of the most
gifted poaches in football. . •
"Defense wins championships," he said, "and I think
more and more people are becoming aware of this."
Svare said he thought three
men who perhaps influenced
him more than any others were
concerned in the art of coaching.
"I would certainly say Jim
Lee Howell (former Giant
coach ), and Tom Landry (Dallas' Super Bowl coach). And in
the year 1 spent at Washington,
I would have to say Lombardi."
San Diego had one of the
most potent offenses in professional football in 1971, but was a
dismal third in the tough American Conference Western Division. The defensive weaknesses
nag at Svare. It is the kind of
play he cannot tolerate, as a
protege of Howell, Landry and
Lombardi.
Paul Schaal of the Kansas
City Royals made 150 hits and
drew 103 walks last season
Bobby Murcer of the New
York Yankees made 175 hits
last season and drew 91 walks
A TRUE FRIEND
FORT WORTH,Tex.(API The Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary recently received a gift of 9750,000, the
largest single grant in its history
The contributor was identified only as a ."Lriend of the
seminary
Income from the fund was
designated exclusively for construction and equipping a chilthrn'Ir beifiting trriSe'TUITYlect
te,r seminary President Robert
E. Naylor. "

Murray waeholding a 15 point
lead michrsor through the final
period when the announcement
that Morehead had defeated
Eastern brought the crowd to its
feet. It also inspired the Racers
greatly.
Murray ran off six straight
points and upped the score to 7050 and from that point on Austin
Peay-saw only the heels of the
Racers for the rest of the game.
The largest lead of the game
came at the 3:21 mark when big
Marcelcius Starks hit from
under to put the Racers up 86,56.

y Racers Wi
Over Austin Peay

SPORTS UNLIMITED

By PAUL CORCOFtAN
Copley News Service

from St. Louis, burned the nets
11 of 14 times and added hi:re
free throws in gaining game
laurels with 27 points. Taylor
fired in eight field goals and
nine free throws for 25 points.
Murray jumped to a quick 7-0
lead and opened the margin to
as much as 15 points over the
outmanned Governors. Austin
Peay could get no closer than
nine points but Ron Williams
two free throws with just one
second left remaining in the half
upped the lead to 11 at intermission, 42-31.
Williams collected 18 of his 27
points in the first half while the
sensational Taylor added 10.Howard Jackson, 6-7 forward
and leading scorer for the
Governors, picked up 13 points
despite four first half fouls. 7

_—
UP AND UNDER-Bill Mancini goes under Austin Peay's
Howard Jackson for a layup Saturday night. The Racers charged
back into OVC competition with a 96-67 win over the Governors.
Photo by Wilson Woolley

Weekend Alters OVC Standings
By THE ASSOCIATE!) PRESS ningham tallied 19 points each
Weekend Ohio Valley Confer- to give Bellarmine a 76-67 win
ence games lift Mid Tennessee, over Parsons.
Pikeville outscored Berea 29-8
Eastern Kentucky, Western
Kentucky and Morehead shar- in the last 10 minutes to snatch
ing four-way conference a 77-66 victory, and Cumberrecords of four wins and three land won a 95-86 overtime victory over Bethel of Tennessee.
losses.
The evening-up is the result
Georgetown brought its
of Mid Tennessee's 71I•67 win
record to 13-6 when it beat Rio
over Western Kentucky and
Grande 83-64. Calvin Bailey
Morehead's 94-93 cliff-hanger
scored 29 points and cleared 14
victory over Eastern Kentucky.
rebounds to pace David LipIn other OVC weekend action
scomb to an 89-84 victory over
Murray beat Austin Peay 96-67.
Northern Kentucky. Everett
Murray is now 3-4 in the conBass poured in 24 points to help
ference; Austin Peay is 2-5.
Transylvnia to an 8848 victory
East Tennessee and Tenover Franklin, and Carsonnessee Tech had no conference
Newman won an easy 117-79
games this weekend; their
contest over Union.
records stand at 3-3.
ouisville handed a Drake a
Middle Tennessee led almost
92-75 Missouri Valresounding
the whole game against West-..
- ley-totiference Defeat, while
ern Kentucky, outshooting the
Kentucky edged Vanderbilt 85Hilltoppers 26-13 from the free
80 in overtime.
throw line. Even a brief WestIn tonight's action, its Se
ern rally, that tied the score at
wanee at Centre, Indiana State
40-all with 17:13 left in the
at Morehead, Murray at Dugame, couldn't turn the tide.
tuesne,
Dayton at Western, InMiddle Tennessee is now 12-5
ion at Georgetown, Pikeville at
overall, and Western, 9-8.
Kentucky State
In the Morehead-Eastern Oakland City,
at Campbellsville, Kentucly at
thriller, the outcome turned on
Auburn, and Indiana State of
two technical fouls on Eastern
at Thomas More
Evansville
that Morehead guard Howard
Wallen calmly sank in the final
Amos Otis of the Kania ity
27 seconds of the game. Both
teams have 9-7 overall marks. Royals stole 85 bases ir the last
The four-way tie will add a two American League seasons
fifth member Monday night
The bullpen of the Kansas
when Tennessee Tech and East City Royals recorded 44 saves
Tennessee both play.
11 1971.
In Murray's victory over Austin Peay Saturday, the winners
Tom Reynolds of San Diego
shot 62.5 per cent and led by as State caught 67 passes last seaMany as 15 eoints in, 38/23, the -son, seven of them for touchdowns
first half.
In other Kentucky games Saturday, Kentucky State's Travis
Mike Siani-of Villanova
'Grant pured in .54 points for a
Centrar caught -49 pls30* last ...season
anti it nt them were good for
State .
George Duncan and Jlin Cun- touchdowns.

---By=1WDCK1StANDON
er & Times Sportswriter
Murray State's Baby Racers
broke open a close game
midway through the first half
and coasted to a 109-82 win over
Austin-Nay Saturday night.
Murray was holding just a 29= lead.with 8:43 left in the half
before T. C. Jamison and Mike
Coleman 0M2iried to destroy
the freshmen Governors.
Jamison scored on two tips in a
row and Coleman twice found
the range from 10 feet and the
Racers found themselves on top
37-22.
The first half ended with the
Racers holding a 53-38 lead. In
the second half reserves saw
much action as the Baby Racers
coasted to their 12th win in 16
outings.
Coleman led the scoring- attack with 39 points while
Jamison fired in 28. Adell and
Redmon also hit double figures
by meeting 12 apiece.
Coleman fired in 16-27 from
-the floor while Jamison was 13-

•

to give the
Baby Racers a tea-some offensive and defensive punch.
„Jamison led the rebounding
talk 19 while Colexian grabbed
17.Redmon, in one of his better
efforts of the season, pulled
down 10 carom,.
"This was ore of our better
ballgames," said Coach Kayo
Willis. "Our defense
better than i has in the past.
The defense will hold the key for
the succes or failure of our
conference games," concluded
the freshrkan mentor.
The Bary Racers will be in
Owensbn-o Saturday night to
meet th freshmen of Kentucky
Weslejan,
38 44-82
Austix Peay
53 56-109
-Murny
Austin Peayiik--klampten
20, Jimrnerson H, Lynch
Sh4lton 11 and Sewell 29.
39,
durray(109)-Coleman
Junison 28, Adell 12, Redmon
2, Kelley 4, Roney 6, Stwatzell •
4, Logan 4, Hale, Crawford and
Montooth.

Starks,,, after being in, foul
trotMeleTie first half, can on strong in the final 20 mimesisand scored 19 points for -the
game. The 6-8 sophomore
ceuter from Chicago fired in
12 shots for the contest in addition to grabbing a game high
14 rebounds.
Bill Mancini, shooting onlY
contest,
four times in the
scored six and pulled down
eight caroms. Steve Barrett,
starters' •.
rounded out the
scoring with eight points. Steve"•
Brown turned in a fine job in the'
reserve role and scored seven
points.
The Racers will be in Pittsburgh tonight to meet highly
touted DuQuense. Saturday
night the Racers get back in
OVC competition by traveling to
Eastern Kentucky. Murray is
now 12-6 for the season and 3-4
in OVC competition.

Earthqua e omega Closeout
IAM—SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS, eft—
on the dollar!
_ FARMS, los
MECHANtCS, GARAGES,
Perfect for:
MANUFACTURERS,-tONTRACTORS, RACING
EQUIPMENT, DO-IT-YOURSELFERS

•
_

Here's a rare opportunity, from one of the world's largest
hardware suppliers, to Put in a supply of the most useful
Tertrlf-treer -fine.- Yee -ere ...h.rsirw9 km! V-TferfrerretottS
•
isisoresselitv ports at a-traction of their

cost!
she.lb. MiXed 'Assortment
SO lb. Mixed Assortment
25 lb.!Alma Assortment
15 lb.-Mtvors ,e,.sortinent

$60.00
•

\ 5 lb. Mixlid ASsortment
ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING
California residents:40d 5% sales tax.

37.50
21.95
15.00
7.50

CHARGES

JEB INDUSTRIES 4Y1ON%krealai St9i504 •
JEB INDUSTRIES
4210 vanewei. St./Hurbank. Calif. 51504
Pleasaremer-• I am enclosing $
NAME
ADDRESS

asSort Mint
which Includes

salsa taii
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ii ere
and more than $50 for awil
lend up with some backclub if you have that kind of John Montague, a yesteryear fence mending in
Canada
cronie of Bing Crosby, hailed a
money.
which may be of considerable
ago
generations
by
couple
of
chain
However, the national
importance to him as well as
department stores and some sportswriters as a wizard of the Prime
Minister
Pierre
other outlets still sell a full set links who could crack par using Trudeau.
of clubs, plus a bag, for $50 to rakes and hoes instead of golf
From the heights of Peking
$75. They lack, of course, the dubs.
and
Moscow, a visit to Ottawa
Montague was a good trick
workmanship of the more exby the President this spring
shot artist. But when the time
pensive equipment,
may seem like pretty small
came to really deliver with the
Some pros discount the value rakes and h , he didn't have potatoes and indeed the tour
was arranged originally as a
of expensive clubs and $1
it. Montague embarrassed a lot
apiece golf balls for amateurs, of backers when he failed to largely ceremonial occasion.
Now it turns out iilat there
especially for the amateur who make the grade on the pro golf
are a number of serious
plays golf mostly for the exer- tour, even in the days when
cise and pleasure he gets from only a handful of golfers were disagreements between the
It
.competing for peanuts corn- United States and Canada
which would warrant the
to
rich ,purses. ...personal attention
Lee Trevino, the 1971 Golfer paredtoday's
of the Year and one of the hotSo don't go out and buy rakes leaders.
test pro tour items around so and hoes if you want to play
Another factor not likely to
far again this year, recalls that passable golf. By the same be overlooked is
that both
used to tie a stick to a coke —token, you don't have to sell the Nixon and Tr
udead face
bottle and play for anything family jewels to raise the price elections this year.
from dimes to dollars on Texas of a reasonably well-made set
If the President and the
pitch-and-putt courses — and of el
prime minister can have a
successful
meeting
and
demonstrate to Americans and
Canadians that all is well in this
- -part of the world, at least, then

golfers are oiltdiving the professionals this year as the rich
1972 pro golf tour gets under
was. How can that be?
The answer, say some of the
.old pros who have been around
awhile, is the vastly improved
golf equipment available to
amateurs as well as the golfers
who play for money.
The golfer of two or more
generations ago can recall his
equipment consisted of wooden
and iron clubs with wood
shafts. The latter often warped
in bad weather and the wrappings came loose, too. So the
average pro shop in those days
was a sort of club repair way
station. Today the club pros do
little repair work on equipment. Instead they operate golf
_clothing stores on the side,
Pros of another era like the
late Horton Smith and Walter
Hagen favored the wooden
shafts, though they rel
shifted over to aluminum or
steel as they came into fashion.
The hickory shaft provided a
whip that added power and
- therefore distance to shots,
Smith used to claim.
While golf eqUipment rreinIF's*
facturers build whips of varying degrees into
nto aluminum and
shafts, they lack the
S
resilience of the wooden shaft
NEW YORK — God is alive
"give," many al the old pros
arid doing -e'en on Broadway —
agree.
About the time the wooden And has been for the last 50
shaft went out during the late Yearn.
From Eugene O'Neill's mor..."20s and early '30s, the regula,„_;_enn American golf ban waame...1.....bid dramas to,the frolicksome
-71iirged a friction of an inch.It rock musical "Hair," "Deity
—rut distance but added accip makes great box office!" acracy, the ball manufacturers cording to a study of "God on
claitned. Nobody really has Broadway" by Jerome Ellison,
been able to prove either claim. Professor of English and the
The British still use the small humanities at the University of
_ bell_and like it. Some American _New Haven
The study,issued by the John
pros use the smaller ball when
they are playing out of the Knox Press, the publishing
house of the Presbyterian
United States.
But as the American ball Church in the U.S.(South), degrew larger, science made up scribed the role of God in plays
for the loss of distance by pro- by O'Neill, Thornton Wilder,
ducing materials with more Archibald MacLeish, Tennessee Williams, Edward Albee
resilience.
They stopped winding rubber and Paddy Chayefsky.
It included also reference to
bands and went to composition
with liquid or steel centers to "Fiddler on the Roof," a
musical based on Jewish lore;
give golf balls more bounce to
the ounce.
- "Two by Two," in which Danny
portrayed
Noah;
Consequently today's U.S. Kaye
.golf ball, despite its larger size, -Hadrian VTI," about a bogus
often travels farther'than the Pope, and finally the wild and
earlier ball. One firm recently sweaty "Hair.".
Not covered were two of the
came out with a ball it claimed
would add Six yards to any biggest musical hits of recent
golfer's drive. It sold well..The years, the bright and cheerful
gunmick was an -aerodynam- "Godspell," a musical version
ic" dimple design. The pros say of the Gospel according to St.
it is a good hall, but so are half Matthew, and the ear-splitting
. a dozen other brands, they add. "Jesus Christ Superstar,"
One pro quipped wryly: whose rock rhythms have been
_
"Yeah, you get six yards more alleged to contain anti-Semitic
on the fairways, but you get it undertones.- Both were proon the greens, too, the ball's so duced after the study was completed.
darned live."
In his discussion, Ellison, a
Fashions in golf clubs, like
those in clothing, have a way of former editor of the now-deturning full-circle. In the 1920s funct Collier's magazine, said
•
the golfer used a club called the that man's eternal discussions
"cleek" fee short, low pitches .of whether there is a Supreme
Au the green. It was a narrow- Being have overflowed into
bladed club, usually with no every medium of communicamarkings on the face so the ball tion, including the theater, with
would roll rather than take particular emphasis on reli.backspin and stop. Somehow it gious themes in recent years.
Ellison found that O'Neill
dropped out of sight for years,
but now the "cleek" is back in was the playwright most concerned about "man's relations
fashion.
The "cleek" fell out of favor with God." His most famous
about the time the golf equip- plays dwelling on this were
ment industry began number- "Anna Christie," "The Great
Brown," "Lazarus
ing its clubs instead of naming God
them. The midiron became the Laughed," "Dynamo" and
No. 2 iron, the mashie the No. 5, "Days Without. End."
O'Neill, according to Ellison,
,-Nsonashie niblick the No.9 and the
niblick the No. 10 or wedge, etc. "believed Christianity conThe driver became the No. 1 tained some vital truth which,
wood, the tnaasie the pio. 2 and if it could somehow be
the spoon the No. 3 or 4. Then separated from the corruption
the club 1;uikiers added a No. 5, always attendant on human ina sharply pitched woirel capable stitutions, had redemptive, enof hitting the ball about
to nobling power."
"Eugerie O'Neill found God
180 yard$ with lots of backIt
The Na, 5 wood was so wet "Nrither dead nor remote," ElliaccePtecTly amateur iolfei--S--86n- wrotet-"Ati his life's wt
that the club builders notv offer time wks,..iipent scouting the
an entire set Of woods. This Psychic terrain whence God
eliminates all the irons buf the has been glitripeed and might
wedge, sand wedge and putter. be glimpsed again."
In Wilder's plays, God is selElderly golfers who lack distance with irons sometimes dom mentioned but "the playturn to the full set of woods, goer is made aware of eterni
though the custom still is not of infinity, and of terrestrial
creation of inexpressible
widespread.
The advent of aluminum and beauty and value." "Our
steel — then stainless steel — Town," Wilder's most famous
shafts triggered arguments play, presents a Supreme
over which is the best distance- Being who "is acknowledged as
creator of all," according to Elgetter
You can find claims on either . hese
"J. B.," MacLeish's 1958
side. Both-, according to club
makers and some pros,give the modern account of the tribulagolfer greater club-head speed tions of Job, put the author
'squarely in the mainstream of
at the bottom of the swing arc
and therefore more distance those 19th and 20th Century intellectuals who, while seeing no
than the earlier-day shafts.
need to dissociate themselves
The tiering of metal shafts from the Judeo-Christianalso has' added to club-head democratic tradition, neverspeettf, many pros insist.
theless are briskly impatient
, Of course, all the design and with any subterfuge, religious
technology that have gone into or otherwise, that fails to face
club making, plus the villainy up candidly to the existence of
of inflation, have boosted the evil at the very center of
7..._cost of VW equipment enor- ' things," Ellison said.
— 17100sITover the -leafs T*t Although 1%nneeeee
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tion campaigning. •
The session scheduka.
will, of course, be considerably
more important to Trudeau
than to the President. If the
1Wiatdent has some nice things
- to say about Trudeau and
hams tends to dell on psycho.
Canada, this will bear more
logial morbidi
Ellison di- authority with Canadians
than
served that he ha "never been
any Trudeau compliments
able to separate lulin.self entirewould register - en the V.S.
ly from the theme kf ... God in
acme.
-Century • -lie oarmig±-The problems
—quite iake God,it"fairly be _Canada and the United Ste
said, nor can-Ne qui let Him range over economic affairs,
alone."
trade,
defense,
arctic
"Historically, the God Ten- sovereignty and other matters.
nessee Williams bringek to the
stage is the God of thi, corn-- The differences pile up,
_Canadian officials believe
mercial.man in the str
well
because Washington tends to
known in English litera
at take Canada for
granted.
least from the time of
Trudeau
would
like
to see the
Chaucer," Ellison comme
spring meeting with the
In both "Death of a
President be the occasion for
man" and "The Crucibl
some solid accomplishments
Arur
th Miller, who comes fr
and improvement in relations
a Jewish background, follow
the line in the King James Vere, between the two neighbors,
It might be the occasion for
sion of the Gospel of John that N
says "Greater love bath no issuing a joint statement forman than this, that a man lay malty renewing the traditional
ose ties between the United
down his life for his friends,"
ates and Canada. Trudeau
according to Ellison, who
uld hardly opt for less after
added:
parade of declarations he
"God,in a Miller play, never
appears on or near stage, s ed in Moscow and Ottawa
either as an unseen object of
prayer, or as a voice, or
through a proxy, as He has in
the work. of O'Neill and
MacLeish. Nevertheless, He is
respected, and so are His
agents." •
Reasons for terminating the
As for "Hair," .Elliatas an., Medicare certification of a
knowledged that some would
provider of health services
say and not without reason
would be published as pert of
that to include it as a representhe presently-required notice of
tation of God on Broadway is
termination under a proposed
stretching a point. But he in
Amendment to Medicare
sisteci that the musical not only
regulations, announced today
belongs but that "it is the
by Robert M. Ball, Cornproper capstone for all . that, missioner
of Social Security.
came before it and a harbinger
The most came
,cause for
of 21st Century stage theology,
termination is •tailitre t41 meet
Inc whole progress a/ 20th CenMedicare's quality standards,
tury stage theology has been
e.g.,
failure to rkovide 24-hour
from the metaphysical, philosophical and abstract to the nursing service; ere hazel:cis or
other conditions that are
immediate, the concrete and
hazards to health and safety;
the tangible."
So far as Ellison is con- illegal pharmacy practices ,
Mr. Ball said.
cerned, "Hair" qualifies as a
Participation of a ptavider of
religious drama because it conveys a "sense of a felt partici- services in the Medicare
program may also be terpation in a cosmos that in its
minated for failure to furnish
essence is holy."
information or to permit
'All love iishown as holy, inexamination of its records to
cluding sex unblessed by
verify whether its charges to
matrimony," he said. "The
universe is shown as holy, in- patients were proper.
cluding inanimate things. ...
Under a companion change in
The thrust of the piece is to en- Medicare regulations, anlist the divine-human imagina- nouncement would be made of
tion in the great joint task of -deficiencies causing the withcreating 'a planet where the air drawal of approval from inis pure, the river water crystal_ dependent laboratories
or
bright,' and where wars, crime
ppliers of portable x-ray
and hate have been replaced by ,services in conjunction
with the
pilifeig -arid
' public notice of the withdrawal
action.
Notice of the termination of
109th Birthday
Medicare
WINNEBAGO, Minn.(AP) — published in acertification is
newspaper in the
O.A. Akers observed his 109th area in which the
provider of
birthday Friday in the Winneservices is located. When apbago hospital.
proval is withdrawn from an
•••A resident of the Winnebago
independent
laboratory or
Baptist Home for 40 years,
supplier of portable X-ray
Akers was recently hospiservices, the notice is brought to
talized. He has been in the inthe attention of phytitian.s,
tensive care utilt of the hospihospitals, and other parties
tal.
which arrange for the provision
birthday
Attendants said his
of
such services to their
observance consisted of being
patients.
wheeled into a lounge for a feet
"'-,The proposed regulations
minutes. Born at Amo, Ind.,
weete.published in the Federal
Akers 'came to Minnesota in
1866. He farmed before he went Registee.on January 27, 1972.
Interested
ies hiee.30 days
to work as a caretaker at the
after publica
—HI submit
Baptist Home. After retiring as
caretaker, he became a resi- comments.
The Social Seceri
Addent of the home.
ministration invites you to
your nearest social security
••
office for answers to your
HOLLAND REFUSES
On Jan. 23, 1920, Holland questions or assistance with
refused to surrender '-the Medicare problems. In this.area
Kaiser', who had sought asylum you should call Paducah 4437506 or 443-7321,
_

well on Broa waY

last year with Soviet Premier
Alexel Keisygia,
also important to the Nixon
stay in Ottawa will be the
ceremonial aspects to provide
color and glamor. The visits of
President John Kennedy and
President Dwight Eisenhower
were very successful from this
point of view. Kennedy made a
hit with his speech to a joint
session of Parliament and
Eisenhower had the whole
capital talking about his golfing
exploits.
One major change from the
time of Eisenhower and
Kennedy will be in the enforcement of security. The two
late presidents, while carefully
dedby the Royal-Canadian
Mounted Police and U.S.
agents, nevertheless mingled
freely with the crowds.
There will be much tougher
screening for President Nixon
to counter demonstrations
fostered by current social
unrest. The Mounties are
determined there will be no
wrestling match in Ottawa for
the President such as that
peWated on
ethnic protester.

BRUSSELS, Belgium —
are 31 Russian divisions in Cen"The silence from Moscow is tral Europe ( East Germany
leafening."
and the other satellite counThat's the way one key offi- tries) and these could be incial of the North Atlantic creased to 70 divisions within 30
Treaty Organization describes days. NATO officers admit
Soviet reaction to a NATO offer they could not hope to reinforce
to explore possible military
at' anything like the Russian
cutbacks in Europe.
rate.
Last October the Western AlDiplomats at NATO headliance appointed former Secre- quarters link any mutual baltary-General Manlio Brosio as anced force reduction ( Ml3FR)
a special envoy to confer with
negotiations with the U.S.the Russians. Brosio, a distin- Soviet Strategic Arms Limitaguished Italian diplomat and
tion Talks (SALT) that have
onetime ambassador to Wash- droned on for years at Helsinki
ington, is still waiting at his and Vienna.
home in Turin. Moscow has not
Despite occasional optimistic
even acknowledged the NATO statements from Washington,
move.
NATO officials see little sign of
The silence from the East progress in these talks. Here,
adds to a conviction here that too, many fear Russia's willMoscow is losing interest in
ingness to negotiate is decreassuch negotiations. Two views ing in direct proportion to its
are offered.
gains.jp nuclear and conven1. A Soviet decision tolteelf tional weaponry.
its grip tight on its Eastern
The Soviet attitude is quite
European satellites.
different, however, concerning
2. A suspicion in Moscow that -a-proposed European security
aa4ycheWestern
that would mvolve
logical pressures will force unithe
nited States, Canada,
lateral cut., in
- --- European neutrala,and.mem•—•
Even if Brosio is suddenly inhers of NATO and the Warsaw
Phil Not Recognize.
vited to Moscow, perhaps after
Pact.
Kam,Okla. (AP) — The President Nixon's visit to PeThe way to such a meeting
univers*
0f- wallow sal king or to the Soviet capital -;7.7—was opened with the initialing
Friday it will not grant recogni- hopes are not high. As the Lott- -et the Big Four Berlin agreetints - to the Gay Liberation don Telegraph said in an edi- rnent last fall. It is still conFront "until overruled by high- tonal:
tingent, however, on West Ger. `The only realistic basis for
er authorities."
man ratification of its friend- -- Sneeotiations
would be a uni• treaties with Memory
ship
There have been moves on
aim
Warsaw, and final aignaturea
the campus to get univeraft lateral Russian reduction to
something
strength
like
of
_
the
on the Berlin agreement. These
approval for the organization.
preai
„
,_NATO plus France."
are not expected before May or
Dr. J.R. Morris, vice
Then the Telegraph added:
June, at the earliest.
dent for the university commuWest German Chancellor
nity, issued a statement say- "What a hope!"
Willy Brandt and Premier
Statistics from Gen. Andrew
ing: "Due to the fact that this
organization may be unlawful Goodpaster's supreme head- Georges Pompidou of France
under the taws of the state of quarters, allied powers at have entluici..timany indorsed
Oklahoma, the university ad- Europe, at nearby Shape, Bel- both the security conference
ministration will not permit the gium, confirm the overwhelm- and the MBFR concept. Washing superiority of Warsaw Pact ington and London are more
use of university facilities or
forces
in Europe:
cautious. They rejected a
funds for the Gay Alliance Or61 armored divisions to 14 for
French proposal that prelimiganization.
NATO.
nary work on the security con''We will maintain this posi94 mechanized infantry divi- ference begin immediately.
tion until overruled by higher
sions to 21 and two-thirds.
U.S. officials insist that the
authorities."
8 airborne divisions to 1 and
Berlin agreements be fully imtwo-thirds.
plemented first. This means
,
.
A 3-1 advantage in main bat- the security conference will not
On Jan. 21, 1793, Louis XVI of
tle tanks and warplanes.
take place until 1973 at the
France was executed.
SHAPE officials say there earliest.
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record marl
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NATO officials here say they
will need every day they can
get for preparation. The Russian goal, they fear, is to attempt to pressure European
neutrals and smaller NATO
members into major concessions. The NATO goal is to
hammer out a collective security position that alliance
members can defend as independent nations.
WORTHY EXPENDITURE
LONDON (AP) — Britain
spent a record 5.59 per cent of
its national income on the National Health Service la--1970-,
the Office of Health Economics
reported.
The Office, an independent
organization, gave the total as
$5.61 billion.
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Upgrading low or semi-skilled
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Five
By DON KENDALL
employes chosen by their
state
trainees
maintenance
working
AP Farm Writer
such as the first
WASHINGTON (AP) - The In the state Department of supervisors,
two
nation's cattle herd, including Mental Health have become the five graduates, is one of
the
in
levels
training
basic
first
graduates of the Kentucky
beef and dairy stock, increased
Service
Careers pregram.
3 per cent last year and on Jan. Public
Recruitment and training of
TOKYO - Japanese women,
1 totalled a record 117.9 million Program (PSC).
unemployed long known for their submis-.
disadvantaged
head, says the Agriculture DeThe five began their in- Kentuckians to fill vacancies in siveness in a male-dominated
partment.
longer
at Kentucky State state government is PSC's society in Japan, are no
struction
The inventory, announced
of yore.
womankind
meek
the
program
The
mission.
primary
Friday, also reflected recent College last November. All of
Times have changed, baby,
to fill
record market prices. The val- the graduates-Ho(ord Spivey, has been commissioned
and women now are supposed
these
of
336
approximately
ue of all cattle and calves was Wayne Mosley, Ronald Stone,
jobs, and to to be enjoying equal rights with
put at a record $24.6 billion, a Brice Hubbard and Larry "new entry"
men, at least so far as law is
of 210.
16-per-cent boost from Jan. 1, Price, all of Lexington-will be upgrade a total
concerned. Even men who are
placed on the maintenance
Approximately 40 state reluctant to admit the women
1971.
Texas continued as the lead- crew at Eastern Kentucky State employes are now enrolled in are no longer inferior to them
the upgrading phase of the are beginning to believe that
ing cattle state with 12,829,000 Hospital.
careers program. They are receiving submissiveness on the part of
The
*1,72,000
head, a 2-per-cent increase, followed by Iowa with 7,773,000 program is designed to train further education and training women is not a virtue anymore.
unemployed or underemployed that will,-for example, enable
Despite the changes, howhead, up 5 per cent.
Nebraska was third with 6,- Kentuckians for work in state then to qualify for their GED ever, discrimination against
high school equivalency cer- women Is still practiced in
780,000 cattle and calves, a 5- government.
-many aspects of We, notably at
per-cent increase, nudging Kan-... ThA__Pric grant, provided by tificates and thus rise to big
sas-in third a year earlier- the'US. Department of Labor, positions in state government. 'offices where female employes
(business
which reported 6,757,000 head, is the largest one made in the This in turn will create more are referred to as BG
southern states and is the first "new entry" jobs that can be girl) or OL office lady), both
a2-per-cent gain.
Japanese-coined English
There was no. new eStimate direct funding received by filled with the unemployed
words.
to
state
government
Kentucky
disadvantaged.
for hogs. In December, the govJapanese woman employes
ernment estimated those at 63 assist in upgrading employment
Jobs Now, Inc., of Louisville are generally paid less wages
and
institutuional
eliminating
cutmillion head, a 7-per-cent
..
is provjding_ougntalion. and are_fiarc:ed to
-Plar-iseelgiW- _barrieriaoc.,theLtraining
simpler Waits than mare Ilini- •erilttrairig for
ffre
r, the USDA reported in De- subsequent employment of the PSC program.
_,,
ployes. Many a Japanese com•
cember„ producers intended to disadvantaged.
mercial firm has a rule calling
reduce farrowings this winter
for discharging a female emand spring by ten per cent.
ploye when she reaches the age
Sheep mind lambs totaled less
of 30 or 35 or when she becomes
than 18.5 Million head, down 6
pregnant. Some companies
force women employes to quit
per cent during the yeah' and
when they marry'.
continued a steady decline
Distaff employes for their
which began in 1961, the Crop
part are not entirely blameless
Reporting Board said.
for such a situation. Many of
In another report issued Frim work only for the purpose
day, the department said cattle
of earning money in prepare!)
prices are expected to "weaken
tion for marriage, some '
at least moderately" later this
NEW VOW - "Having people to join the "unhooked
to while away their time
winter and in the spring but recently been stung by the loss generation" by the cigarette
they become brides. Some rillo•
they
ban,
still will average more than
of some $200 million a year in commercial
gard offices solely as the huntyear earlier.
ads
for failed.
broadcasting
ing grounds for prospective
However, "ptiblic_Itealth",..
"Choice steers at Omaha In cigarettes," observes-the New
husbands. These reasons and
the
What
antiadvertising
not
York
writer Nancy -Mayer,
late January ran $36.50 per 100- seem to be the
incompetency
pounds, up about $4 from Octo- "the advertising business is activists want. What they seek
principal reasons why women
ber lows and_over WO above a becoming increasingly worried is to systematically gut the are still not treated equally
about the dual threat of activist private profits of broadcasting
year earlier," the report said.
with men at some workshops.
Last Monday the department consumer groups and tighter so as to weaken its financial
According to a recent Labor
base for an eventual total
announced that mid-January government regulation."
Ministry survey, 14,871 out of
Consumers might regard takeover by government.
prices for all beef cattle aver66,318 enterprises in the coolAfter successfully coercing_
such assaults on advertising as
-try having 30 or more employee
aged a record $31.40 per hunthe
off
commercials
cigarette
long overdue. If so, they fail to
had set t'• • retirement age for
dredweight,shattering the preappreciate how the attempts to airwaves, in spite of the fact
women earlier than that for
vious high of $30.30 set in April regulate advertising and drive cigarettes are a legal product
men.
1951.
TV commercials from the that can be purchased over the
But Japanese women are so
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The airwaves represent a wide- counter, the antiadvertising
Agriculture Department plans ranging attack on what is left of cabal in 1972 is setting its sights longer what they used to be.
They are aware of their rights
to announce within two weeks a the free enterprise system in on banning TV commercials
guaranteed them by the consihe
PrOgiresi report Ott farther en- America. It is a systetn that aimed at children because
tution and have the courage to.
the
lack
.
they
allegedly
vital
a
every
American has
rollment4in 1972 programs for
against discrimination.
fight
maturity to judge the "puffery
stake in preserving.
feed gram, wheat and cotton.
Having no big organizations
ads.
electronic
the
of
claims"
back
years
far
50
As
as
ago,
Thursthis
The signup began
that help them fight their cause
Who can be opposed to
day in county offices of the Ag- advocates of an American-style
a small group of sympaexcept
children''?
'protecting
attacked
adsocialism
have
ricultural Stabilization and Conwomen who have been
thizers,
always
one
Nevertheless,
servation Service and runs vertising as "evil.- The
thought that parents, not the subjected to unfairness at their
Lewis,
author
Sinclair
Socialist
through March 10.
workshops mostly take their
for example, noted over a government, should have the
An ASCS spokesman said Frito court. Many have won
cases
protecting_
for
responsibility
that
ago
ry
quarter-centu
day a preliminary report show- "advertising is a valuable and guiding their children's their legal battles.
The most recent publicized
ing signup progress during the
factor because it is
oices. But it seems that
case is that of a V-year-old
first week is expected to be re- the cheapest way of selling
y Americans have bought
housewife in Takatsuki City
leased here on Feb. 17 or 18.
goods, parecularly if the goods
is bogus and intellectually
Osaka who had been fired
near
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The are worthless." honest line of reasoning,
for having given birth to a
Agriculture Department says 15
a
Throughout the last few
demonstrating
hus
species of insects were catalo- decades, advertising has been willingness to turn their baby. Mrs. Kazumi Suenami
was working for the Osaka ofgued last year as new arrivals a favorite whipping boy of
esponsibility over to Big
ce of Mitsui Shipbuikling and
in the United Sta
Socialist Prof. Brother, wrw-IWIRVene- ----Engineering Co., a leading
Four were classified as "ben- John Kenneth Galbraith in his 'ob of "protecting" adult shipbuilding firm based in
umers.
eficial" and six were thought to book, "The New Industrial
Tokyo, when her first son was
Any parent who buys
have at least potential for caus- State," has argued that adbut she continued to reborn
the:my
TV commercials are
ing economic losses to crops, vertising, especially TV adver-port to work in defiance of a
consumer
the
sustains
tising,
his
reveals
irüpting
children
trees or other vegetatioticompany rule that stipulated a
remainder were reported by society and if the foundation of the degree to which he or she woman worker must resign
and
destroyed,
parent
has become a poor
USDA as either having no eco- TV advertising were
when she gives birth.
nomic significance or unknown the "wasteful" consumer uses the TV as an "electronic
The rule was in the form of an
society would crumble -which baby sitter" and pacifier.
agreement between the manpotentials.
He
welcome.
individual
would
for
stakes
The
Galbraith
agement and labor which
The newly arrived insects for
prefers to ignore the fact that Americans in preserving adthe most part have exotic our consumer society has Oven vertising as a free medium are called for woman workers to
retire at the age of 25 or upon
names only entomologists can
Americans the highest stan- far more important than
marriage but if they so desire
appreciate, such as an eriophrealized.
generally
dard of living in the world.
they could remain on the payyid mite found M Oregon on
For broadcasting cannot long
Activists like Ralph Nader
roll on a yearly contract even
some filberts, and a piophilid and
FCC Commissioner maintain editorial freedom if after marriage.
some
fly obtained in Hawaii on
is
foundation
economic
its
of
Nicholas Johnson, disciples
Mrs. Suenami had appealed
bones lying on a beach.
Galbraith, have advocated progressively eroded.
to the Osaka District Court for
reportwere
arrivals
No new
Newspapers should regard as a
progressive restriction, if not
provisional disposition that
ed found on major crops such outright abolition, of TV ominous the growing attacks on
would reinstate her to her posiadvertising in general and TV tion in the
as corn, wheat and cotton. Most commercials.
company. Two years
new insects arrive in this counJohnson led the successful advertising in particular. and Six months after the suit
try as hitchhikers in cargoes fight within the FCC for ban- Because it is the profits from was filed, the court ruled that
and even in the luggage of air ning broadcast of cigarette advertising - be it in broad- the action taken against the
or
commercials, allegedly to casting, newspapers
travelers.
woman by Mitsui Zosen -was
protect the public's health. The magazines - that provide the dearly unreasonable in the
ban went into &feet in January, financial means for Americans light of the constitution which
to have at their disposal a
1971.
guarantees equality of sexes
More than a year after the divergent source of . in- and constituted an evasion of
butt was banned from formation and entertainment. the Labor Standards Law" and
Louis Vasquez, 28, "starred'' broadcasting, cigarette conAdvertising is the expression therefore she should be reinin a film produced and directed sumption has gone up between
freedom. In a free society stated.
of
after
police
York
1.5 to 2.3 per cent. So if the antiby the New
The attractive woman who
must have the incitizens
drunken
being arrested for
smoking lobby were really
had
given birth to another son
emotional
tellectual and
driving - and performed so sincere in its efforts to get
in the meantime returned to
maturity to recognize that such
well he was acquitted.
freedom will be misused and her work immediately after the
The video tape was the first
often irritate others - as do verdict was given but shortly
under
to be used in a court case
commercials. afterward the company orTV
some
an experimental program.
However, the alternative being dered her to stand by at her
Drivers arrested for alleged
by
anti- home pending final soletion of
the
proposed
drunkenness can be filmed, February 3, 1972
not the case as the firm appealed
is
ADULTS
cabal
104
advertising
taking
provided they agree,
the district court's decision to a
government
freedom, but
coordination tests at the police NURSERY 1
martial law in the consumer higher court. But it is likely
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
station.
marketplace, removing the that the higher court will upchoice of millions of hold the decision.
free
DISMISSALS
Miss Frances Rosalyn Allen, American consumers and
ST AMPS ON EXPLORERS
518 York St., Clarksville, Tenn., placing it into the hands of a
LONDON (AP)- Explorers
commissars.
few
government
Rainey Miller Elkins, 1307
Henry Hudson, Capt. Robert
Two men who stole a
Falcon Scott, Martin Frobisher
Doran Rd., Murray, Mrs. Ruby
television set after breaking
(St. John is heard three days
into a London home returned it Artrice Forrest, Rt. 5, Murray, a week on the CBS Radio and James Clark Ross will be
featured on a series of British
a few days later because it was Mrs. Darla Kay Childress and
Network as a "Spectrum"
Baby Girl, Hardin, Mrs. Nettie commentator and Is seen each stamps to be issued Feb. 16.
not a color set.
On April 26, A stamp marking'
The two men were given
Beach, Rt. 2, Murray, Miss Monday on the CBS-TV
the 0th anniversary of the disthree-year suspended sen- Lillian Willard Watters (ex- "Morning Newn" with. John
covery of Tutankhameti's tomb
tences and fined $150 each for pired), 201 N. lath St.. Murray.
Hart.)
in Egypt-will be patent.
.
_
.darnages

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

sp

MURRAY, KY.
OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. MON.-SAT.
1-6 P.M. SUNDAY
* PRICES GOOD MON.-TUES.-WED. FEBRUARY 7-8-9 *

_65% Wool; 35%
Alpaca. Many colors

Reg.'7"

ST. JOHN'S JOURNAL

'Film star' freed
in drunk arrest

Thieves return old
black and white TV

KINDER MATS

COMFORT PADDED

Cowie' lie/nada of
•
---resistant. Pact iii easily de
' warm water and-suacr_
detergent.

_
WASH CLOTHS
CANNON

*Package of 9 Cloths
•Assorted Colors, Checks
or Solids •12" x12"

45 Per Package
2"
/
4-1/8"x91

Reg. 46(

8-PIECE

MIXING BOWL SET
t4r

BATH SET
•Pink, White,. Yellow or
Avoca
.
•Bowl Brush with Holder
•Cup •Trash Can
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$ stern May Reduce Auto Number Errors

fax_Sigolanggage.Fading From Sight

FRANKFORT, Ky.-The car correspostakillk.„41).RI&
closing the fan, she was saying
By Helen Price Stacy
If einioriYea In the state
Assn. of Motor file," he added.
American
and
him,
to
speak
FRANKFORT, Ky.-A she wished to
vehicles departments of Revenue and
11,000
show
Statistics
Administrators
Vehicle
woman who has a box of if she then carried the fan in her
notice an obvious
(AAMVA) is developing a were stolen in Kentucky in MO Public Safety
valentines or a packet of love right hand in front of her face
are -wet-yet-error in-w VIN they return the
figures
OM—
reduee
it
would
system
claims
follow
to
letters secreted away in a she was telling him
clerk
' the time and dollar expense in available). Moser said 00 per registration to the county
corner of a trunk might also her.
correction.
for
recovered,
were
those
of
cent
Stolen vehicles and increase the.
Uaman should manage to get
have there a fan she used yeara.
Some errors are easy to spot,
percentage of stolen dutoti He estimated 1100 of those &it
ago to speak a language that across his message asking if she
said. Foreign models
Moser
VIN's
incorrect
had
recovered
recovered.
loved him, she could reply
has largely faded from use.
usually have shorter numbers
in
Headquartered
fan
her
letting
merely
Fluttering eyelashes, dropped "Yes" by
and American models have a
Washington, D.C., AAMVA is a
handkerchiefs and an oc- rest on her right cheek. If his
specific number of digits
privately endowed organization
casional tear. or fainting spell advances were to someone
preceding an identifying letter.
adthe
for
responsible
tell
could
she
have nOridetimplished lor a already taken,
Under AAMVA's system, the
ministration and enforcement
woman what a fan,opened wide him so by fanning vigorously
Riggins, Chartered VIN will have a 15-digit conDale
E.
traffic
and
vehicle
she
that
motor
of
meaning
fan,
her
with
her
touching
or with the handle
assigned
laws in the United States and Life Underwriter, has been figuration and will be
was engaged; fanning slowly, to
lips has done.
Among
manufacturer.
the
by
registered
a
appointed
Canada. Its members include
In Kentucky and other mean that she was already
of E. I. Sale, the information contained in the
representative
50
the
the
all
an
from
states,
officials
drawing
married;
been
have
southern.states fans
VIN which will positively
U.S. territories and the 10 Inc., following his passing the
works of art and should the across the eyes to say she was
a specific vehicle is its
identify
qualifying
state
and
national
Canadian provinces.
Commonwealth's many ar- sorry; opened wide said wait for
make, model and year.
examinations.
InVehicle
Uniform
The
me.
tisans and craftsmen reporduce
The VIN system has been
E. I. Sales, Inc., a brokerNumbering
dentification
One can merely imagine, the
some of these aidito femininity,
to sell mutual designed especially for comorganized
dealer
fan
is
prompted,
the
association
System
that
iRliatiort§
any
in
market
a
find
they would
proposing also would reduce funds and variable annuities, is patibility with computerization.
of the 32 outlets provided by the language. Drawing a fan
clerical errors in vehicle files. affiliated with Equitable Life The system is so constituted
Kentucky Department of Parks., through the hand told another
it
drawing
and
you,"
Much of the assignment of Insurance Company of Iowa that numbers assigned to
hate
71
Frank:
of
Brown
Mrs. Susan
love
"I
said,
cheek
numbers currently is done whose home office is in Des particular manufacturer will
her
these
•
across
fort, state crafts coordinator, is
HOUSU3REAK-71.Us weak time for these three young pages in the Kentucky
not be repeated for 10 years.
by clerks at either the vehicle Moines.
1.log-time advocate of Ken- you."
House of- Representat ives, but -while two sip contentedly on cold colas,-one seems
By eliminating human in- --------of
manager
,
--nigginsernfeathers,
ivory,
of
dealership
vehicle
or
Bits
Motor
the
'B crafts industry aid-Shown here, from left,
the
about
the
apprehensive
of
open
contents
folder
little
a
the new system will
tervention,
Memphis
Iowa's
of
Equitable
the
into
went
in
agency. If there is an error
Might find a place for a fan broidery and lace
are Evelyn Marston, supervisor of House pages, Sean Curry, 7, Frankfort, Sarah
this process-such as the in- agency located at 1421 White reduce the number of clerical made of wood, feathers or making of fans, that with a few
McBrayer,5, Greenup, and Cynthia Lewis, 4, Benton.
verting Of two digit -then the Station Tower has been errors in the state motor vehicle
flutters could be used to change
crocheted lace.
:14eFidy files.
wrong number is assigned, assodated withIVarjuitiEle
Fans did not Amp fdd, lives and make history.
and
Iowa
years
for
2%
past
the
The VIN will be entered on all
the
for
of
life
often
vehicle.
the
of
things
always
not
were
' Therefore, it is difficult, if not will continue in that capacity. documents relating to a parwerebeauty, but many
1=lespdssible, to trace the vehicle Ile is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
-1
'
'
Ungar %which via punc .•fashioned crudely to get done
National and conservation committees
ASHINGTON-A
--V-"
'
cards or will be entered in such 'Iithis number at a later date. Bailey Riggins of Murray.
were
they
which
for
the purpose
ge
can
adjustments
as
e Featurel.-7 Marketing quota of 532 million as soon
_
.
a way that it may be optically
According tb Kentucky State'
intended-to cool a warm face
pollee sgt. R Robert Moser,
ton s refalnedct
_2..."=poomig has been established for.- made
scanned-thus
minimizin
On a hot day or is a device to
overthe 1972 crop of Burley tobacco, dermarketi g 971 f
error potential.
•
county clerks . sometimes Didn't Want Ticket
keep insects away from food or
quotas.
arm
about 4 percent less than the marketings of 1
The documents will then go
pose digits in the vehicle
ill a sleeping baby.
Harriet Beecher Stowe,
SALT LAKE CITY(AP),= A untouched
-effective 1971 crop quota, the U. As in the past, a small amount identification number(VIN) in
"U.S.A." the highly acfrom -skilled
At Shakertown,
author of the anti-slavery - S, Department of Agriculture of quota will be reserved in 1972 the rush to fill out auto license 17-year-old driver led police ea manufacturer to the_ .•,. •,11
of
version
television
claimed
principles
craftsmen used basic
today
dassic Uncle Tom's Cabin, will- 'announced
to establish quotas for new registration forms.
a 15-minute, 80-mile-per-h' vehicle agency's VIN- fi to fashion a fan of utility but not the Jon Doe Passos epic trilogy,
on the Kentuarf-be portrayed on the NET— Basic farm marketing quotas farms, for correcting errors; - Moser said it is wise for chase Friday afternoon and without human intervention.
without that simple beauty that will be
Playhouse Biography series at for farms not protected by the and for adjusting inequities.
If the documents are
automobile owners to check the was caught in a school zone.
is a trademark of the society of Educational Television Nete , _ number on the registration sup
iay
May
ld in M
soo
32che
orn
10:00 p.m. on Tuesday, Burley "minimum" legislation 1971zareferend
a
Officer Lary Hayes asked the machine-readable with optical
on,Monclay,
8:00
at
pm.
work
Believers. One Shaker fan was
.February 8 on the Kentucky will be reduced 5 percent below
total
-with the number on the car. If youth why he did it, and said scanners it will simplify tracing
simply a long piece of paper February 8.
, tobacco grosesinumaiadAlLike. the numbervinconvet it
nal Television Net- 1971, while farm quota
othrii.detbomo-441klucatio
l
two
The
the youth replied that he hadii- the vehicle and can expedite
folded, the two ends tacked
receiving protection will be percent in favor of Poundage should be reported toas county bad driving record and didn't annual
1959 off- work.
motor
vehicle
together and attached to a tiny, recreates the
- Cannes Film Festival award- reduced 2/
2 percent. If the 1971 marketing quotas on the ink—dirt, who should change it want another ticket. -------1
-registration procedures.
gracefully handcarved stick. Broadway hit, which was
Kitty Winn will be crop turns out to be 503 million 1972, and 1973 crops
The proposed system has a
hrunediately, he said.
A Chinese emperor is sup- adapted for stage by Dos Pas. s winner in the title
role of the pounds as currently estimated,
featured
Burley tobacco is grown
When the New York City sub- broad base of support among
posed to have invented the fan in collaboration with award"When a car is stolen and the
--Kentucky;
television
special
in
production-a
principally
farm quotas in effect for 1972
way and bus fare went up to 35 the auto industry, automotive
in 2699 B.C., but the Japanese winning playwright, director
-adaptation of the 1943 Broad- will total about 584 million Tennessee, North Carolina;--Beense is removed or changed cents on Jan. 5, the 25-cent trade associations and the
must be credited with designing and producer Paul Shyre.
no
is
to
is
it
there
way
prove
bridge tolls went up to 50 cents
•pouncis-about 5 percent above Vir", West Virginia, Ohio,
"U.S.A.", a nostalgic, bit- way play "Harriet."
federal government.
a folding fan that when opened
yours unless the number on the
Co-stars will be Barnard the 1971 effective quota.
Indiana and Missouri.
of
kaleidoscope
tersweet
revealed a beautiful scene,
Hughes, Madeline Sherwood,. Legislation provides that the
handpainted by an artist. This American life during the first
Paul Hecht, Richard Dysart, poundage quota established for
invention came about in 670 thirty years of this century,
features an ail-star cast: Peter _Kendall March and Gretchen ,..any farm for any year shall be
•
A.D.
Corbett.
increased by the number of
It was in the Illth century that Smarr, John DavIdesn_, James
7 Miss Winn, 27, honored at pounds by which marketings
Hackett,
Parentino,
Joan
front
came
traders
Portuguese
-Cannes this year as best actress from the farm during the
the Far East to Europe with Shirley Knight, and Michele
for "Panic in Needle Park,." preceding year were less than
folding fans, but much earlier Lee.
faces a demanding role in the farm's poundage quota.
the
is
Robinson
G.
Edward
had
men,
even
and
women,
"Harriet," which requires her Thus, growers who failed to
become chained to fashion and. narrator, and delivers the
to Portray Mrs. Stow through produce their full quota in 1971
began carrying and using fans. prologue and epilogue.
youth and middle age, and
When you buy a Datsun 1200 Sedan,
an make it up this year. If
unusual
is
production
The
an
Fan language became
finally as an elderly.wonien. In.14.701avorable conditions prevail '
actors
versatile
six
of
because
you
a lot tnatio-than.a 4tripped down
get
expressive way of getting
original -13rbadwax.44igain in 1972, they can make I: ,
the
across a message, sometimes portray a total of 65 roles,
point for an option list.
starting
role
af-- up the next year or the year
production the same
from one end of a ballroom to covering all age categories.
get a complete car, dressed with
You
The drama, which will be forded Helen Hayes one of her after that. There is no limit to
the other. A southern belle could
triumphs,
all
the
Datsun doesn't believe
trimmings.
for
credit
years
state
of
the number
artfully draw a fan across her presented as part of the PBS greatest
be
can
undermarketings
series,
Week
the
of
Special
in
of
old
that
game
charging extra for all
loved
she
cheek and tell a man
The i483' centers on Mrs. carried forward. The only limit,
gained considerable critical
the
make
things
a car fun to drive and
that
Stowe's inner conflict con- is that the =Tiber of pounds
She could taunt him by praise when it was first shown
to
nice
own.
Uncle
of
writing
the
cerning
carried forward can never
twirling the fan in her right last spring on Hollywood
Tom's Cabin. The book, written exceed the farm's basic quota..
There's only one way to buy a Datsun.
band, which meant that she Television Theatre.
Complete. And at a-price that makes the
Some of the comments were: in 1851,is often referred to sten Legislation provides further
,loved another. By deft twirls,
'U.S.A.' sparkles with en- important step towards the that any marketings in excess
Datsun 1200 the best value for your dollar.
,placings and flutters of a fan, a
----• of a farm's poundage quota in
ent-The U.S.A. should Civil War.
woman could begin a romance,
Drive a Dcttsun...then decide.
oud to show such a
By nature a woman who any year shall be deducted from
progress and end one.
quota
the
for
farm's
the
'U.S.A.'
at
special
television
dreaded controversy, she wrote
In the 1700's a French
Baroness noted that a fan could Easily one of the season's best". the novel after her own following year. . .
4-speed
Power flow
Notice of individual farm
News) "-This terrifying encounter with
not be too much exalted "we see (Detroit
Vinyl
fully
synchronized
ventilation.
it straying over cheeks, bosoms, 'Mission: Impossible' project "slaves" who wrenched a poundage quotas for 1972 will
seats.
bucket
stick-shift.
farm
to
mailed.
e
operators.by
runaway black woman from her'be
-hands with an elegance which succeeded
local agricultural stabilization
home.
everywhere provokes ad- Philadelphia Inquirer).
"For this imposing task a cast
Locking
miration." An Englishman saw
Written by Florence Ryerson
ACTION TEAMS NAMED
Five,main,bearing engine.
fans as weapons. "Women are of just six talented actors
--RICHMOND.
Va.
PLAY
tbe
(API
Clements,
Colin
and
armed with fans as men with enacted the 66 roles that was adapted for television by The Presbyterian Church U.S.
in under lb secona—
swords and sometimes do more streamed across the screen Peabody
(southern) is establishing re30 miles/gallon.
around
Award-winning
with pungency and charm. It is
execution with them."
teams in 15 states to
producer Jacqueline Babbin. gi
its
in
honest
yet
affectionate
In Kentucky in the last
Originally directed by Ella encourage church members to
. e nation's legisla,quarter of the 18th century the appraisal of events from hind- Kazah the television adaptation • ".witness. to.th
:southern lady had become sight Its nostalgic flow was will be directed by Tom live bodies on contemporary
social issues on which the
:adept at fan language. Wearing strong without being sen- Donovan.
church has taken positions.
:hoop skirts and with her hair timental."(The Boston Globe).
The aim, says the Rev
curled and rolled, she made a
Veterans Administration George A Chauncey. head of
familiar picture with one hand
RISE IN POPULATION
the church's office on public
holding an edge of her skirt and
LONDON (AP)- The popu- representatives provide beside affairs, is to help
"the'church
for
benefits
on
counseling
•the other an elegant fan.
lation of England and Wales
implement its social proWithilut saying a word she reached 48,815,000 in 1.71 - an servicemen at 184 military nouncements.'
could carry the fan in her left increar-,e of 2.6 million in 10 hospitals as well as orientation
Full deluxe
years, according to a govern- for returnees at 300 separation
Alexander Graham Bell inhand and inform a man that she
points.
vented the telephone in 1876
wheel covers.
would like to meet him. By ment estimate.

Riggins Appointed
As Representative

Biography To 1972 Burley Quota Released
=Mile B
Shown On TV On NET Series

STRIP TEASE.

Rubber face
bumper guards
(front and rear).

Whitewall tires.
26-footV
turning circle.

All these
Datum

-Front disc braked.

extras make the
a great value for

$1976°'

*Shoes rlriti4-from *2.99 to 59.99

DATSUN

'Mgr• suggested areettprice esrluding tart 11<1.•100
!retold and handling. dealer preparation

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

See it now at your Datsun dealer.

LASSITERAcKINNEY DATSUN
"'Open ivenings

604 -Se. 12th Sheet •

TEl 8:00"
•

Phone 753-7114
—

,
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ELECTRICAL WEEK

ENMITUL779

ASRIRPEOPUIFE.B -6-12

ards
ear).

A Salute to National Electrical Week,and_ a
pledge to try to
make life better
and brighter.

14,11111110
IOW.

4

John Ed Walker, Mgr.

mait's right at the tip of your fingers - - with an unobtrusive light plug, a small switch to flick. That's what starts
industries humming and farms producing. That's what floods
homes and buildings with brilliance. There also are a lot of
little — but important — things that get going this way, too. The
toaster toasts. The family laundry comes up sparkling. TV presents entertainment and information. Newspapers record
instant history. Oh, yes. Life is a 'whole lot better because of
electricity. We're looking forward to making it even more exciting and satisfying -- starting now.

A

West Xy. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
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* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Monday Evening *
WSIL
6:00 News
630 Sherman
7:00 Speial
8.00 MOV.E.
10.00 News
10.30 Movie.

8.30 LaLanne
9:00 The Hour
10:00 USDA
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Password
12:00 My Child
12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
2:00 Gen.!Soso
La One Life
• —940111 Love Am.
I:30 Matinee
5:00 MTh Car.
. 600 News
-11611:30 Mod
Squ
7:30 Movie
900 Welby
10:00 News
—10:30 Cavett

- - -‘44,4
WSM

6:30 Dragnet
7:00 Laugh-In
8:00 Movies
10-00 News
10 30 Tonight

3c45f• WLAC
6:30 Dead-Alive
7:00 Gunsmoke
8:00 Lucy
8:30 Doris Day
9:00 Sonny 8. Cher
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

5:45 Journal
6,00 Mor.
6:00 News
7:00 Today
6:30 N'Ville
AM
9:00 Dinah
7:55 Kitc.
Korn.
1:10 Concen.
11:00 Kangaroo
10:00 Sale-Cite.
1:00 Tell-Truth
10:30 Squares
11,00 jeoparg,9:30 T or C
10:00 Fern. Affair
11:30 WWW
111:30 Love of Life
12:00 Noon
11:00 Heart Is
1:00 Our Lives
11:30 Search
1:30 Doctors
12:00 Singing Con.
2:00 An. World
12:25 News
2:30 Promise
12:30 World Turns
3:00 Somerset
1:00
Love Is
3:30 Virginian,1:30 Guiding Light
5:00 Mayberry
2:00 Secret Storm
5:15 Wea.-Spts.
2:30 Edge of Night
5:10 News
3:00 Gomer
Pyle
6:00 News
3:30 Gilligan
6:30 Special
7:30 Pre-Olympic 4:00 Movie
5:25 News
0:30 Nichols
9:30 ChangScene 4:30 Campbell
7:30 Hawaii 5-0
1000 News
8:30 Cannon
10:30 Tonight
9:30 WoodsWaters
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:10 Movie

WPSO

6:30 0. Acres
7.00 Laugh-In
41:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

. 41WSIX
6:30 Circus
7.00 Plimpton,
8:00 Movie
9:30Tenn.Children
10:00 Chaparral
11 :00 News
11:30 Cavett

7:00 Today
6:30 McCoys
9:00 Dinah
Ii:00 Bozo
1:30 Concent. Ii:30 Romper
10:00 Sale Cen.
:00 Lucy
10:30 Squares
9:30 Hillbillies
Mov.Game
1000
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 W-W-W
10:30 That Girl
11:55 News
11 30
12:00 News
11.00 Bewitched
11.30 Flipper
12:15 Pastor
12:00 My Child
12:30 Romp.
12:30 Make-Deal
12:55 Calendar
1:00 Lives
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Doctors
1:30 Dating
2:00 World
2:00 Gen. Hose2:30 Promise
2:30 One Life
3:00 Somerset
3:00 Password
3:30 Popeye
3:30 Love Am.
4:00 Gilligan
4:00 Jeannie
4:30 Dan Boone 4:30 Green Acres
5:00 News
5:30 News
6:00 Andy Grit.
6:00 News
6:30
6:30 Special
Mod Squad
7:30 Winter
7:30 Movie
9:00 Chaparret
Otymp.
8:30 Nichols
10:00 News
9:30 Dragnet
10%30 Basketball
10:00 News
12:00 NBA
10:30 Tonight

_ CR.
SAL-11. —
• KFVS
WOXR
6.30.0r. S. Lock* 6:00 Movie
7 00 Gunsmoke
7:27 News

8 00 Lucy
7:30 Theater 29
8.30 Doris Day
1:35 Weather
9 00 Sonny & Cher 0:00 Creel Feat
10 00 News
0:30 Movie
1030 Griffin
1:00 Sports

sie Devenesal
6:111 Sen. UM.
Show lesea Movie
11:35 Answer
11:50 Sewing „,
8:00 Kangaroo
6:36-Sretak.
7:08 News

9:00 Lucy
9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Fern. Affair
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Where Heart
11:25 News
11:30 Search
Pic
12:00 Farm
12:05 News
12:20 Weather
12:30 World Turns
Many
1:00 Love
1:30 Guiding Light

2:00 sec. Storm
2:30 Edge-Night
3:00 Lassie
3:30 Virginian
Hazel
News
Campbell
Hawaii 5-0
1:30 I'm a Fan
9:30 Sports
10:00 News
10:30 Gr"
5:00
5:30
4:30
7:30

12:00 Gourmet
12:30 3-Match
1:00 Movie
2:57 News
3:00 Movie
3:30 McHale
:00 Bozo
5:00 Death Valley
5:30 Munsters
5:57 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
10:00 Creat.Feat.
10730 Bedroom
Meat.
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Flu Activity Widespread But Isitothipidemic
FRANKFORT,Ky.—If you're — — —
blood specimeS taken from
bug", Dr. Hernandez related
victims in the Louisville area the same ones he would
like the majority of Ken- Hong Kong tyPeQuestioned as to measures are presently being examined prescribe should a flu epidemic
tuckians, you've probably had
several relatives, friends, and taken by the epidemiology „4. Jor virus isolation. One iden- occur: "Follow the basic rules
neighbors coming down with division when an epidemic idled by the division's of hygiene and stay away from
Herniu --riaboratory technicians, the
the flu or some anonymous threatens,
large
whenever''
crowds
ubug" producing fever, chills, P111-4101 t4e division's-Pals-aro-rims isolations are sent to possible.
sore throats, aches and pains. two-fold: to identify the Atlanta for additional iden"When there are a number of And more than likely you've existence of an epidemic and- tification.
people in relatively close
heard constant murmurings the organism producing one.
The medical comniu.nity then quarters, the air can become
"We utilize the local health is notified immediately of the heavily loaded with virus
that this is going to be a big year
for the flu, especially the Hong departments located in each of report.
particles during an epidemic. It
Kentucky's 120 counties in doing
Kong flu.
Asked for
is almost impossible to stay out
so,"
he
"Private
continued.
According to Dr. C. Herdisease-prone
of the path of coughs and
nandez, director of the State physicians are required by law take to avoid
sneezes."
Health Department's Division to relate cases of corrununicalbe
of Epidemiology, the rumors diseases to our local health
may turn out to be more fact departments on a weekly basis.
He said this record is kept
than fiction.
"Based on the current pattern along with a general description
of cases of influenza reported to of the individuals catching the
the department each week, we disease—their age, sex and
are anticipating an unusual occupation—to see if the disa"aea
amount of flu activity in the is particularly contagious to a
certain group of people.
state". Dr. Hernandez said.
exercise than an attempt at
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FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

NOTICE

* NOTICE *

1966 FORD FAIRLANE 500. Tw
door hardtop, 289 motor, straight
shift, $800.00. Call 474-2323 or see
C. T. Jeffrey,Dexter.
F8P

CREDIT CARD OWNERS

4th STREET ASHLAND
SERVICE STATION
IS
NOW OPEN!
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FOR SALE
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NOTIONS
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FOR SALE

LOST & FOUND

WEEK OLD Hereford calf, male. FOUND: A YELLOW tabby cat
IT with white collar and vacc.
Call 435-5335.
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tag. Phone 753-2823
BELTONE FACTORY fresh FOUND VICINITY al Robertson
hearing aid batteries for all make School pilppY, black and tan
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. F9C mixed breed. Smart, lovable.
F9P
Inquire 753-7783.
SAVE BIG! Clean rugs and
upholstery with Blue Lustre. MERCEDES-BENZ wheel cover
Rent electric shampooer $1.
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F12C and Calloway on
Shopping Center.
F9C
753-2927.
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Responsible person with good
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STAR TALK

_ Nixon,
nation
linked
By HERB STANTON
Copley News Service

Question: •'Could you c
.•
pare Nixon's horoscope to
Get Full Service for Your Car
of the U.S.A. and come up with
a clue to election trends?"
• Tune-Ups• Brake Jobs • Shocks
Answer: Certainly. When an '
Voile & Flocked
• Valve Grinding • Radiator Repair
astrologer counsels a couple
who are contemplating mar• Any Minor Repairs
riage, he compares their horoscopes. This is done to deter(Rayon-Silk)
SERVICES OFFERED
- A I Work Guarantemd SERVICES OFFERED
mine how they will influence
each other.
All Mkx4 & Bonded
• In an election, the_siotida(a__• .
$150 yd.
Is wooing the nation, -ortaletr-4--- --specifically, the electorate. The
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Eat Year Home
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The
New.
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r :$35044
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a look
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purchase. Lonardo Piano Co.
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HOME,
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not
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SPECIAL PRICES
changes.
2 trolling motors. Used Silvertrol
/
bay window, two bedrooms, 11
Summer
And
Winter_
round
yeara *Abe
Second,his Moon t the public
baths; carpeted throughout, trolling motor, like new, $49.
one degree from our Moon.
is
sell
Will
room.
trolling
living
extra large
each. Used Shakespeare
753-4961
leads to Nixon's almost inThis
Unfurnished or unfurnished.
motor, like new $49.95 each.
Remember ...Only
stinctive understanding of
derpenned. Located on large lot Special prices on new Super
shifts in the public mood.
•
and
in Fox Meadows Trailer Court E- Motor Guide - Silvertrol
Third, his Neptune - which
F7C Lazytrol Trolling motors. Mack
2. Phone 753-4759.
1971 VW Super Beatle. 8,
causes him to appear deceptive
and Mack. Aurora. phone 47
offers the 8-Year Pro-Rate Picture Tube Warranty! actualy miles. Great condition
on occasion - is with ow MerF7C
F7C TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces. 2.344.
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cury ( the mind and media).
Street
13th
S.
Ky,
100
Murrily,
East of Murray on Hwy. 94 Will
Result: his poor press relations
finance two-thirds at $135.00 a TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces. Phone 7513914 Day or Nite
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th. Call 753-6202 or 753Dicky."
Ph. 753-5865
'East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will
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3648.
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Call
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electric, heat tape, underpenned. DINING TABLE end table, TAX SERVICE. Leave records BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
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apartment
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and
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ELI! TRAINED mechanics on
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.Mrs. Paschall's
Father Passes
Away Sunday

PASU Regents ..

_
PROBATION •
(Continued from Page 11
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)-Two high school basketball teams,
seniors applying for dormitory documents, was postponed to
Feds Creek and Wayland High, have been placed on probation •
scholarships must be in the allow the regents time to
following a Jan. 22fight thatforced the game to be stopped during_
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - me,hastened to add that other
upper third of their class or compare the revised sections
the third quarter.
•
• •
Budget Director Jack Blanton governors were quite knowlI
have an ACT composite of 22 or- with existing docurnents and to
Kentucky State High School Athletic Association Conunissioner-7
said today that Wendell Ford edgeable of what was in their
-,
above and that transfer -consider reasons given for
Ted Sanford said the probation would be for the rest of the omit-'
_ .__,spent more time in formuLatiag- budgets.
Ernest E. Nance, father of
• -students applying must have an revision.
season
the proposed new budget than
Mrs. Carves Paschall of Hazel
Father Lester:
said the current ver- academic
he
But
Dear
'
Without naming names,
standing of at least
These documents included: a Route Two, died Sunday at 6:30
Isn't the death penalty cruel any other governor has in the sion, Introduced in an honiAing
he said all Players ihealved hi the fight
were also placed on probation.
2.5
on
a
4.0
system. _
past
decade.
proposed revision of the student a.m. at the Baptist Hospital,
punishment?
and unusual
message last Thursday, is
Referring to other scholar- 'government constitution; Memphis, Tenn. He was 66
"( He sat down across the
Peter J.
-Wendell Ford's, lock, stock ship
SICKLE CELL
aid, Sparks said the revitiorr of its judicial _ years of age.
table from our staff, we calcuDear reser:
and barrel."
-- LEXINGTON,Ky.( AP)-A center to provide testing for sickle
amount of money made procedures; a revised student
Webster defines cruel:* late, (for a total) of 90 hours
Blanton said the budget-makThe deceased was a farmer in
ee.11 anemia was dedicated Sunday during deremonies at Tran- disposed to inflict pain
available by the university to bill of rights; a policy and
agonizing, considering in
the }tiro Community on Route
ing process began the day after finance
sylvania University here.
presidential and board guidelines for non-university
in great detail every item," Elan. Ford's election,
suffering; delighting
Two, Cottage Grove, Tenn. He
with a malting of regents
The Whitney Young Sickle Cell Center, near the Transylvania
scholarships for speakers; and a student
another's suffering; without ton said.
included
which
was a member of the Hico
Don
Bradshaw,
Campus,is funded in part by $50,000 in state funds.
Incoming
Kentucky
mercy or pity.
students
A.s a reitilt",lie-Sald in a telefor government bill 'directing that
Church
been
of Christ. M. Nance
had
who
designated
priFormer Gov. Louie B. Nunn was a guest speaker at the
the 1972-73 school year will also board of regents meetings be
But such terms do not apply
vision interview taped for rewas born August 17, 1905, in
dedication.
to the community when she lease later in the day, "this vately by Ford as the next fi- be doubled.
open to the public, which they Henry County, Term., and was
Sickle Cell anemia is a congenital blood disease primarily
executes a criminal. Rather, budget has his personality, nance commissioner.
Sparks told the governing presently are.
Blanton
said
Ford
the son of the late Franklin
first
orassociated with dark-skinned races.
her
for
acting
out of love
she is
board the idea of expanding
more so than the budgets of
Ginger named a five-man Nance and Minervia Farris
dered the drawing up of a con- scholarship
citizens, showing the stern face other governors."
opportunities to committee to study the
tinuation budget on a hypothe- meet
of justice to those who would
DEDICATION
enrollment difficulties suggested revisions and to Nance.
Blanton, who has been with
basis, with the admonition was
tical
damage
peace
and
the
gravely
HAZARD, Ky.( AP
$1,458,300 addition to the Appalachian
conceived following an report to the board at its next
He was married to the former
the Finance Department since
"to make it very, very strict" investigatio
justice which is her duty to
Regional Hospital was dedicated Sunday.
n of the radius meeting. Those named were: Jewell Hart, who survives, on
in costs.
foster. She executes, knowing
The new facility adds 38 extended-care beds and 20 mentalidea-the proposal to permit all
Regents Joe Whittle, Leit- December 1, 1928. Other surThen the finance and revenue non
the act will forestall need of
health beds to the non-profit hospital's 109 acute-care beds.
-Kentucky students within chfield, and former Lt. Gov. vivors are his daughter, Mrs.
executing
others.
consultants
a
is
It
drew
up
a list of 100 miles of the campus
T.P. Hipkens, president of the non-profit health syptem, said
to enroll Harry Lee Waterfield, Frank- Paschall; one son, Eugene
more than 150 questions.
Appalachian Regional Hospitals plans to begin construction tit_ praiseworthy act on her part.
at Murray State at the in-state fort; Tom
O'Delk---student Nance of Paris, Tenn.; one
Is the death penalty exBlanton said they ranged tuition
another addition this summer that will house an emergency-canii
rate.
representativ
punishment
e on the board; sister, Mrs. Lizzie Adams, and
cessive
and
obvious
the
from
major issues,
center.
"Our figures show that we Norman Lane, dean of
brother, Hubert Nance,
therefore crueln
i itself? Not
men;
such as what were
Word has been received of the mitments on teacher his com- have 342, non-resident students and James Overby, university both of Route Two, Cottage
_ for a crime equal to murder.
salaries, from within 100 miles
SUFFOCATES
in school attorney.
Grove, Term.; three grandThe criminal has no just death of F.R. Marshall of to the "very minute questions
COVINGTON, Ky. AP)-A 10-year-old Covington boy was
now," he continued. "If we had
children.
complaint because he forfeits Akron, Ohio, formerly of Hazel, like: Do you
Dr.
Thomas
B. Hogancamp,
want to keep oper- them enrolled at
found suffocated in a cedar chest Saturday evening.
the resident vice president for
his right to life through his who died Sunday. His death
Funeral services will be held
adating the Kentucky history-mo- tuition
The parents of Gary Patrick Cook told police they had gone out
rate, the loss of tuition ministrative
disregard of other people's occurred in a hospital in St.
affairs,
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
in
bile."
for the afternoon, assuming the boy was at church. Mr. and Ike: - right to life. And nothing other
revenue would be $171,000."
Petersburg, Fla., where Mr.
reporting on construction
chapel of the MeEvoy Funeral
Next, he said, Ford specified
Nelson Cook said they last saw him at noon Saturday.
He weak on to point out that it progress at
than the death of the criminal and Mrs. Marshall spent the
the university, told
Home, Paris, Tenn., with Bro.
what
Attempts to revive the child were unsuccessful.
he
was
interested in and would be nscssay
expresses adequately the winters, ___
_
E.xegnts
- what- hewanteisitheived, then
that--Wairk-*-Alerr-Bruce Green officiaintg.
cominimilfi- rightful-- inMarshall was about-73 years "
anothif907* duffel
-13* at the new
biological station on
Pallbearers will be Cooper
tolerance of. such crime. In of age and was the brother of called for an estimate'on the resident tuition rate to make up
Kentucky Lake "is fairly well Jones, Doris
continuation
items plus the
times of great tranquillity the the late Melton Marshall
Jackson, Curtis
ftlet lea in fees. _
of added or new programs.
on schedule" and is expected to Mathis,
conununity may be lenient and Hazel.
Robert
Smith,
"It was this inveptigation ot be completed in April.
The final step, he said, was
- allow the murderer a lesser
Raymong
Hemphill,
and
Dallas
Survivors
really
LONDON (AP)-Charlie Chaplin and Louise Brat became-are his wife, Mrs.
'the picture is not so bright on
to calculate anticipated revenue the radius _OWNS that
penalty, but leniency becomes
Lassiter.
proposal for the construction progress at the
Obera Wells Marshall, sister of
.._friends during a flight into London Sunday, and when they landed
t
about
the
foolishness
when
for the next two fiscal years dormitory
crime
Interment will be in the
scholarships" he new academicathletic complex,
Dr. O.C. Wells of Murray; two
the 83-year-old motion picture comic challenged the 4-year-old __becornes widespread.
"and fit it to what the governor said.
girl to a wheelchair race in the airport corridore_which has been under con- Walker Cemetery in Henry
--Statistics attempting to sons, Bruce Marshall and Don (regarded) as the absolute minBut the little girl decline, saying, "You'll win because you are
While discallng tuition fees-.skuebon since octebee loge, County, Tenn., with the
troy
-. e that the death penalty is Wells Marshall, both of Akron, imum."
bigger than me."
arrangements by the McEvoy
with the board, Sparks ex- wigaricamp added.
Ohio;
one
brother,
Robert
no deterrent are used without
The one major change along pressed consternation
Funeral Home, Paris, Term.,
Chaplin and Louise had wheelchairs waiting for them when they
at the
proper regard for cir- Marshall of Akron, Ohio; five
-Originally
scheduled
,for where
that route, he said, was a deci- formula used
friends may call.
stepped off the plane-he because he's not quite as sprightly as he
to determine the completion in August, 1971,
cumstances. By, his - very grandchildren.
the
sion to delay a 30-year retire- appropriatio
once was and she because she is reCovering from flue. The master
n to Mw-ray State $5,297,000 project, which
Funeral and burial services
nature, man can fear no other
will
ment plan for teachers, an item in the state budget
comic and his wife Oona are in London to launch a season of his
proposal now include a new 20,000-sea t
temporal loss more than death. will be held at Akron,Ohio, with which
would have cost about $6 pending before the
classic films.
Eckard-Baldwin Funeral
Kentucky football stadium, is not exWhen he loses his fortune or the
million in the coming biennium. General Assembly
in Frankfort. pected now to be completed
liberty, he still retains life and Home at Akron in charge of the
SACRAMENTO,Calif.(AP)-Nancy 'Reagan says the trick to
"The governor decided there
Budget figures were based, before the summer of
hope. But when he loses life, he arrangements.
1973,
being the wife of the California governor is to concentrate on the
were real problems," Blanton according to Sparks, on tuition Hogancamp said. "It
loses everything.
woold
(Continued from Paga.1)_____
I - --advantage and shrug off a "hurtful" lack of privacy.
said.
Increases over the next two take
—Capital punishment has
a__ miracle to have it
"You have to fight very hard sometimes to keep some kind of
grown unusual through the
Cohen in many different-Ways.
He said Ford "agonized for a Years for both resident and non- ready for the football
season ,
community's indecision. But it
-normalcy and privacy in your life," said Mrs. Ronald Reagan in
His
long time" over whether to ask resident students. At the same- -this fall," he said.
immediate 'family
would be unreasonable to take
the first of a series of question-and-answer newspaper columns
the legislature for a 2-cent time, he noted, the assumption_regents then directed that:- remembers him as a concerned
the pause for deliberation as
she is writing for the Sacramento Union.
and devoted husband, father
gasoline tax increase instead of in the budget is that enrollment the department of finance
in
Funeral services for 011ie D. seeking another bond to replen- will hold its present level.
the decision itself.
"It seems to be that the trick is to concentrate on the davanand grandfather. Those inFrankfort
be
asked
for
a
Dear
Father
Lester:
Jonesge 61, of Hardin Route ish the dwindling Road Fund.
tages, because to do anything else is self-defeating and
He told the board the increase detailed report on the
terested in partisan politics
- I'm not for sexually sharing One are being held today at one
reasonsnegative," she wrote.
remember him as an effective
Perhaps a bond issue would in tuition figured in the budget for the repeated delays.
my
husband;
Clark
but
other
than
p.m. at the Unity Cumberland be feasible if the General As- will mean an enrollment drop,
"Even though we had a somewhat public life before, it was
Construction Company, advocate of those causes and
that, I think commune living is Presbyterian Church
nothing compared to this. And it can be hurtful at times. It
with Rev. sembly rejects Ford's proposed however, citing figures over the
Owensboro, is the
the answer to the world's
general candidates he chose to supportbecomes doubly difficult if you have children."
L L. Moore and Rev. Eura new gas tax, he said, but last four years to show a direct
with loyalty almost to a fault.
problems. What do you think?
contractor
on
the
project.
Mathis officiating.
Those of us who were fortunate
"there is no assurance the correlation between increases
Dolly
R.
PHOENIX, Ariz. (API-Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz.,
Pallbearers
are
Jesse people are going to vote for an- in
enough to serve with him as
out-of-state tuition and
Dear Dolly:
reached his 60th birthday recently, and the- Federal Aviation
members of the Courthouse
out-of-state
Communal sharing of things Weatherford, Raymond Morris, other one ... they might have dwindling
Administration has invoked its regulation that a pilot of that age
enrollment.
family remember him as a man
needed to keep life going can Donnie Morris, Jackie Burkeen, some reservations."
must fly with a qualified copilot.
"
- My fear is that wesare faced
of deep convictions as to right
As for removal of the food
work only on a voluntary basis J.B. Burkeen, and Dennis
Goldwater chose Ruth Reinhold of Phoenix as his official
tax, put off from July 1 to Oct. with a diminishing returns
and wrong-a capable
with people of intense, high Burkeen.
and
(Continued from Page 1
copilot. She is 68.
Burial will be in the Unity 1 under Ford's budget proposal, situation with the tuition inideals. Communal sharing is
conscientious law enforcement
A
one
accident
car
was
inwith
the Blanton acknowledged it would crease," he said. "If the nonsimply against the ordinary Cemetery
vestigated Saturday at 8:20 officer. Above all-however-we
CANBERRA, Australia AP -President Suharto of Indonesia
arrangements by the Filbeck- be difficult to administer.
bend of nature.
resident tuition rate goes up and
p.m. by the City Police in- who knew him so well for so
is in Austrialia with the aim of persuading businessmen Down
Nature calls for private Cann Funeral Home of Benton.
long choose to remember him
The retailer is allowed to we lose students from out of the volving a 1962
Chevrolet four
Under to invest more in his country.
ownership. Through ownership
Jones, a retired disability keep two cents of everys sales state, the money lost from this
simply
as a very dear and
door driven by Howard Blake
The Indonesian chief of state arrived Sunday in Canberra and
a definite individual is made employee of the Murray tax dollar collected, Food
revenue source will have to be Anderson
devoted friend-an =usually
exof
322
Irpan,
Murray,was greeted by Prime Minister William McMalinti, Gov.responsible for preserving -and -Division of the Tappan COM- imptions will
good and decent man. I will now
make bath book- made up some other way".
Paul Hasluck and about 300 other persons.
Improving the resources pany, died Friday at 12:30 p.mn. keeping
Anaerson, going south on ask Judge Bob Miller to present
Tuition increases built into
and auditing more
necessary for life; through it at the Benton Municipal difficult.
the biennial budget-which Industrial Road, said his right the plaque to Fannie and her
the person is given pride and a Hospital. He as a member of the
"We think there's going to be figures the total budget at front wheel came off the car, family."
fitting incentive to fulfill his Unity Church.
an honest effort on (the gro'- Murray State at $18,466,120 for -and he collided with -the
responsibility. But when things
The deceased is survived by cer's part) to come up with the 1972-73 and $19,220,110 for 1973- Planters Loose Leaf Floor
are owned in common, man
his wife, Mrs. Jewell Burkeen
right computation on the tax," 74-have not yet been enacted building on the south side of
ordinarily takes what he can
SEVEN CITED
three
daughters,
Jones;
Mrs.
he said. "If there are those few by the Kentucky Council on East Main Street, according to
for himself and puts as little
Seven
the
persons were cited by
police
-Donald(
report.
Annette
)
Danner
of
rI
Public
Higher
want
who
to
Education.
cheat, we'll find
into the common store as he
Damage to the Chevrolet was the Murray Police Department
..Wialam(Joanne) -them out eventually and they'll
The annual increases in
possibly can. Many
tuition as reflected in the budget on the front end and damage on Saturday and Sunday. They
having common ownership of Cothran of Grand Prairie, have to pay the price."
Texas,
and
Mrs.
Ewin
.4.'"E
(Betty)
for
undergraduate students was reported to the Planters were three for driving while
for
Blanton
car,
ene
instance, would be
-1/4‘
said he believes
• "r
intoxicated, one for public
" , If"
•V
constantly quarreling over Miller of Hardin; one sister, enough field agents are avail- are: from $300 to $360 the first building.
V k
drunkenness, one for no
Mrs. Mice Byers of Texas) two abld in the revenue department year and from $360 to $420 the
careless
driving,
over
ttl 'IRS. W. P. WILLIANtS
operate-Ps license, ono for
FREE PUPPY
responsibility for repairs and brothers, Eura Jones of-Hardin to make adequate checks.
second year for resident
These days when we are more
An eight weeks old female illegal possession of alcohol,
Then put a piece of. glass over so forth; finally, everyone Route One and William B. Jones
"During budget deliber- students; and from $800 to $875
would be avoiding the burdens of Allen Park, Mich.; one atuons,(Revenue)Commission- the first year and from $875 to puppy, half cocker spaniel and and one for disorderly conduct,
or less shut in part of the time, the top. Moisture will collect and
the latter arrested on a
why not make a Terrarium! It is drop down just like natural rain. of ownership and seeking only grandson, Steve Miller of er (John) Ross said he
sure $950 the second year for non- half dachshund, is available
a good way to use odd glass There is no need for additional the privileges.
Hardin.
free as a pet. Persons interested-. warrant, according to the
could use a few more," Blanton resident students.
containers. A brandy snifter is watering for months. If there
citation reports.
recalled. "We didn't put them
Graduate student increases should call 7534820.
excellent for the purpose. seem to be too much water
but we think he has enough as proposed in the document
in,
Whatever you use, just be sure collecting on the top, take it off
are: from $300 to $385 the first
people to get the Job dons."___
the opening is large enough for for a little white, then replace it.
Answer to Sail-Urday's Puzzle
year and from $385 to $470 the
Puzzle
(Continued from Page I)
you to reach your -hand inside And good luck.
MOUGO
UQUAR
second year for resident
*Moss , 's Deadly
easily. One of the small
Don't forget Ilia birds these
MUM
House Bill 336 is before the
3 Measure of
students;
and
from
$800
to $81P____ I se
wOOM D000'1
aquariums
is
especially._ cold days,._ _They
_mightlabbr 1
t House Appropriations and Revsthe first year and from $885 to 1 A continent . 4 sHearnly body
UW MO
convenient.
anything you put out, from seed enue
(abbr.
Committee. It likely will
5
'Norse
gods
00
fo
$970 the second year for non- 6 Wheel teeth
First, thoroughly clean the to bread crumbs. A pine cone
6 Welcomed
be at least two weeks or longer
resident
11 Refund
7 Lamprey
container, inside and out, for filled with a mixture of suet and
State
Federal
Market
News
Meeting for _ the first time 13 Iterate
looks as well as to be sure there peanut butter can be tied to a before the bill reaches the Sen0111 3
15 Latin
8Part
9 Note°01I scabThe funeral for Mrs. Ellen Service February 7, 1972
is nothing to • contaminate' the limb of a tree and is an especial ate floor where Carroll precomunotioh
10
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog under the chairmanship of Dr.
sides.
That would give him Woodall of Dexter is being held
16 Pendant
18
2 ileelleS
Near . s 5h.1'
°
delicacy for them.
soil.
ket Report Includes 9 Lyman Ginger, who took office
-ornaments
14 Crmrsin January as state superin- 18 .iymbol for
&imeone sugges-lialiffint the -time to work behind the scenes today at aturgair.--itthelTesier- -buying Stations
-Pia-smell gravel on the
Il Narrow
nickel
bottom-an inch or 90 find a cavities of drift wood with suet to enlist support for his posi- Hardin United Methodist Receipts: Act. 1500
Est. NO tendent of public instruction, 19 Exclamation
Church with Rev. Tommy
handful of finely broken and bird seed if you want to see tion
the
board
2
approved
several new
1 Irritate
238 ,nn
W°Pen
tilato
ree‘m
onodr1 state
Barrows and Gilts 50 cents
7
At the same time it is appar- Bullock officiating.
charcoal. Then you are ready the
2g Icelandic
birds
really
NI Hebrew letter
enjoy
higher Sows steady to mostly 50 academic offerings and apwriting
38
25 Genus of
Discharged.*
.51 Sec red bull
for the soil. You will need two or something. But whatever you ent Ford has considerable inGrandsons are serving as
higher , instances $1.00 pointed George N. Britt, 24 Brazilian
gun
S3 Reverbeixt
three inches, depending on the do, keep it up, the birds learn fluence with the current Gener- pallbearers. Interment will be cents
27 Lamb's pen "
assistant
.39 laborer
professor
57 Soak
of 26 estuary
higher.
Repetition
name
size of the glass. Mix one part where it is and will flock to you al Assembly. If anything it in the Stewart Cemetery with
41
Page
of
book
•
sg Preginsition
30 Golf mounds 43 Female relative* 60
DS 1-3 200-240 lbs., 25.50-26.75 mathematics, to the university 28 Paddle
good soil, one part of leaf mold feeding station every day.
probably is greater in the Sen- the arrangements by the Linn
Stull
Choose
29
32
Fat
of
swine
disciplinary
committee.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 25.75-26.00
44 ConiunctiOn
and one part of sand and spread
31 Narrate
62 Compass
35 Overpower
ate than in the House. Ford, as Funeral Home of Benton.
New
academic
offerings at 33 Note -of kale 37 Shakespearian 46 Symbol for 'skein
point
2-4 200-240 lbs., 25.25-25.50
evenly over the gravel.
a former senator and lieutenant
Mrs. Woodall, age 90, died US
48 Take from'
the undergraduate level in- 34 Sow
king
64 Pronoun
It will improve the looks of it if
36 Face of watch
governor, has had a working Saturday at 4:50 p.m. at the US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 24.75-25.25 clude majors in
3
physical 38 Distance •
W.6 7 8
10
i
uS 3-4 260-280 lbs., 24.25-25.25
you put some moss against the KENTUCKY MORNING TEM- relationship with many of its Benton Municipal
measure (abbr)
Hospital. Her US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 24.25-24.75 education, rehabilitation,
ill•
glass and the soil behind it Then PERATORES
40
Walk
members, whereas Carroll's po- husband had been dead for
12
11
15,413
1
I4
distributive education, urban
comes the fun of planting.
unsteadily
Nashville 31
litical career before this year thirty years. She was a member
15
and regional planning, and an 42 Place for
NiE 16
:
8:11
6 1
Local nurseries have small Paducah 23
Sows
combat
was confined to the House
of the Dexter-Hardin United
ings•
plants that are suitable. Coleus, Owensboro
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 21.50-22.00 area in governmental affairs 15 Electrified
a 19 70 Igt
Ford still has a close link Methodist Church.
7422 23
17
and
particle
public
administrat
ion.
crown, marana and many
22.50
few at
71•UI
47 Eject violently 24
Louisville 17
with the Senate through MajorThe deceased was
born US 1-3 300-500 lbs., 20.50-21.50 Minors were added in an- 49 Platform
25 V 2$
others are just fine. Anything
111;:;2611
Lexington
ity
Leader
17
Dee
Huddleston,
October
21,
1881,
and
thropology, health education, 50 OK'name
was the few 500-650 lbs., 21.50-72.00
uu
that is brightly colored is
30
London
':•:*:
Unusual
62
Ford's
UR
8
campaign
manager
daughter
last
of
the late Richard
suitable. The arrangement of
education
and 54 Note of scale
450-650 lbs., 20.00- 21.;; physical
NI
'4!:!11.1
2-3
US
ill
:
.
:
•
:
.
:
:
•
1111
Evansville
year
and the administration's Curd Copeland and Amanda
17
itic.:Nan.
k1
•vice"FM
rehabilitation.
the plants will call forth your
55 Spanish
19.00
37 •:•):74.:'
candidate in this year's U.S. Maholna Bourland Copeland. few down to
:•:4:744•1=
article
11110:1111
:•:•:e *Mr:
Two-year associate degree
engenuity and the result is sure Cape Girardeau 18
16.00-18.50
3
.
Boars
39
.Miii:
40
41
oft
&fuel
rce
56
Covington 11
senatorial
contest.
Survivors
are four daughters,
programs were approved in 59 Symbol for
to be pleasing.,•
Finally, one must consider Miss Maude Woodall, Mrs.
;v.v...
4.i.
child
When your garden is complete Indianapolis 9
343
E1
1
4$ i:4
calcium
development, horFord's hold on the state demo- Jessie Jackson, and Mrs.
ticulture,
with rocks or other accessories, Huntington 22
FREE PUPPIES
food
service, 61 Negates
5; eer
.
'32
-63 Downpour
cratic party. Not only will Eugenia Hopkins, all of Dexter,
:•:4
clean the sides of the glass and
Five spotted puppies are corrections and law en- 65 Remains
...•.
at ease
FIRST NOVEL
Democratic lawmakers in both and Mrs. May Denny of Dexter available free to interested forcement.
moisten the soil, but do not have
ase :11 EIBI ey3
ill
n'Attall 37
66 Preposition
The first American novel, houses want to retain their par- Route One;
!•!"!
MN:111:0...
one sister, kir.w.
444
any water standing in the
Action
pets.
The
as
on
owner
a
_five-docnin
says
enL.
soomaist.
The Power of Sompathy,"
ty's favor, Calculi, too; will -Lacy Watsttertt toexti?; Fine
container.- Put' just enough
package.
will
These
make
-*good
piesented
that
by the _Mrs. Sarah Wentworth Morton, need It as
he climbs the politi- grandchildren; twelve great watchdogs or pets Anyone student -government
water in to dampen the soil all was
DOWN
and
published on Jan. 22, 1789. cal ladder.
•
grandchildren.
the way down.
).4'
requesting revisions in existing
interested may call 753-7728
Dirt!. be United
eat,,,. A r.1lea to
Erre
• •
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t
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